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SUMMARY 
Ex amples of data from two hydrogeological studies have
been used to illustrate som e of the com puter techniques
wh ich are now ava ilab le .
They have been grouped into the different data categorie s
and , in con junction w ith the reference m anual , w ill help
the user to operate th e System . In addition , it is hoped
that they w ill stimulate ideas for usefu l additional
techniques .
The w ork described in .this report h as b een carried out
in the second year of a proje ct fu nded by the Overseas
Developm ent M inist ry (ODM ).
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B IBL IOGRAPHY 
(1) Com uter Techni ues in Grou ndw ater Resour ce Studies -
First Interim Re ort , Ju ly 1978
Computer techniques offer a b asic facility to h and le and
analyse large quantities of data . One of the m ain aims of
th is pro ject h as been to deve lop general analy tical methods
which can be app lied to groundw ater resource studies .
(2) Usin th e Groundw ater Data Fo rm s , March 1979
Data co llected during groundw ater resource stud ies can
conveniently be w ritten onto coding form s in the field .
The codin g form s have been designed in such a w ay as to
m inim ise the number of d ifferent ty pes o f form s and also
lead to data being put d irect ly onto th e computer in a
simple effic ient w ay . Data not falling into either the
data categor ies or the descrip tion s discussed 'in this tex t
can be entered on the cod ing fo rm s and a lso on to the data
system as long as some preparat ion w ork, is done beforeh and .
(3) Com u ter Techni ues in Groundw ater Resource Stud ie s -
Re ference Manual , June 1979
This refe rence m anual is concerned w ith a computer dat a
system developed specifically for groundw ater stud ies . The
sy stem has b een designed to ana lyse data from regional
studies , where some impact can be m ade using scien tific
methods coup led w ith efficient data retrieval . It is nOt
intended for large scale , long-te rm dat a arch ival .
INTRODUCT ION
The first Interim Report discussed the ideas implicit
in the deve lopm en t of compu ter techniques for use in
groundwater resource studies . As such th ere w ere three
elem ents (a data sy stem , a set of basic analytical
methods and a contro l language ) wh ich when comb ined
together form an efficien t and simp le w ay of analysing
and storing hy drogeo log ical data .
By lay ing down th e methodology and lim it s of the
developm ent p rogramme , it had been hoped to stimulate
ideas for new te chn iques . These have not been forthcom ing -
probably due to the new approach to hydrogeological data
and its analysis wh ich w as required . A s a result th is
report conta ins a set of work ed examples show ing the
basic scope of the system . It is to serve tw o pu rposes :
(i) To stimulate users of the system to think abou t
their ow n requirements w ithin the fram ework of
the data sy stem ;
(ii ) To be used in con junction w ith the reference
manual to illustrate the use of the sy stem (th e
runstreams required to produce the ex amples are
g iven in the App end ix ) .
The ex amp les are b ased on data collected during two
groundw ater resource studies - one in Northern Om an and
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the other in Muqdisho , Somalia . To keep the size of this
report to a m anageable proportion use has been made of
the selection facility of the data system . This
facility , in itself , can prove very useful during analysis
allow ing the user to concentrate on particular regions or
features with in the study area . The examples are not
intended to illustrate particular ly significant interpretive
aspects , but rather show the range and types of techniques
available in this first level of the system .
This report has been structured to show the analy sis of
the different data types separately , using the two
examples studies to highlight various forms of output.
However, in the analysis of data from a particular study
all the techn iques can be brought to bear simultaneously .
3
. THE EXAMP LE DA TA
(i) M uqdisho water reso urce study
Th is is an exp loratory study to determ ine the w ater
resource s in and around Muqdisho and subsequently how
they m ay be best exploited . The present water supply
comes from groundw ater pumped from the wellfie ld to a
reservo ir ou ts ide the town . To supplement th is supp ly
a new w ell fie ld is env isaged and its siting and consequence
to the w ate r tab le are prime ob jectives in the study .
Figure 1 .1 sh ow s the study area , approx imately 450 km 2 ,
bounded by the Muqdisho-A fgo i road , the Shebelli river
and the Balad-Muq disho road . The river runs par allel
to the co ast , in th is region , at a distance of approx im ately
33 km . The geology consists of sh allow marine and aeolian
deposits age ing from Late M iocene to Recent . These
sediments are very fine grained and uniform v ary ing in
thickness from 85 metres at the coast to 160 m etre s, 15 km
inland . Th is sequence is underlain by about 50 metres
of sandy limestone at th e base of wh ich is at least
6 metres of calcareous clay . Groundwater is present
w ith in the sed iments overlying the sandy limestone
throughout th e study area .
The examp le data from this study are of the follow ing
types :
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(a) Site-List - th e descriptive location , construction
details and other basic in formation concern ing
abou t 150 wells .
(b ) Chem istry - th irty eight samples , analysed for
pH , electrical conductivity and m ajor ions , taken
at sites all over the study area .
(o ) W ater-levels - measurements m ade on a m onth ly
w ell round from some 70 wells .
(di) Northern Oman wa ter resource s tudy
Un like the Mugdisho study , th e study of North ern Oman was
a reg ional one ; and w as not concerned w ith ex am in ing in
detail any specific wate r supp ly problem . A s such the
major ob jectives of the study w ere to assess th e
characte ristics of the a lluv ia l aqu ifers , determ ine m ajor
source s of rech arge and eva luate the aquifer potential of
the bedrock . The complete study area is shown in
Figure 1.2 and comprises essentially of those w ad i
basins draining the Jabal Akhdar and Jab al Nakh l covering
an area of some 14 ,500 km 2 . The Jabal Akhdar/Jab a l Nakh l
mounta in backbone is the major watershed of the study
area and rises to over 2000 m from 400 m in th e north
and 650 m in the south . Deep ly incised w adis in th e
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mountain flanks generally open out into b road fan s on the
alluvial plains . Because of size of the study and result-
ant data base th is report has used se lected data from just
two north ern catchmen ts ; the W ad i Lan sab and W ad i Rusay l .
The alluv ial deposits along th e coastal strip form a
single groundwater b asin w ith the best quality w ate r at
the m oun tain fron t and the poorest at th e coast where
m ixing w ith sea w ater o ccurs . The occurrence of deep
gravel aquife rs is restricted to the narrow coastal zone .
A lthough the alluvial deposits appear to be w ater bearing
throughout the area , cem entation of th e grave ls m eans
that they do not alw ays bear w ater in exp loitab le quantit ies .
The example data from this study are of the fo llow ing types :
(a) Site-list - the descriptive location , construction
deta ils and other basic information abou t 20 wells ,
3 springs and 2 aflaj .
(b ) Chem istry - 18 samp les , analysed for pH , electrical
conductivity , m ajor ions and trace metals at site s all
over the study area .
(c) Pump ing tests - examples of constant d isch arge ,
recove ry and step drawdown tests .
(d) Water leve ls - measurements m ade on a m onth ly well
round from all the wells .
2. SITE-L IST
This d ata type is used to prov ide a reference file of
inform ation about the study area . The in formation
in clud es a fu ll descrip tive location , the well
construct ion details and other b asic facts about the
sites . A s well as being used by m ethods prim arily aimed
at the analysis of other data types ; there are three
indiv idual techniques wh ich can be used to disp lay the
(Site- list) inform ation :.
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These te chniques are exemplified w ith the data from each
o f th e stud ies .
F IGURE 2.1 
M uO isho site map
11 Show s the relative posit ions of a ll the sites in the study
area m arked as A and the refe rence numb ers taken from the
[Site- list] . The sea coast is plotted autom a tically from
data in th e (Boundar0 file . The title b lock and scale
that th e m ap is drawn are op tions w ith in the contro l
languag e . As can be seen in certain areas, the density
of sites m ake their identific ation impossible .
Figure 2.1 (A ), which has been superimposed on Figure 2.1,
shows an exploded view of one such area (a sing le grid
square ) facilitating identification of the individual
sites. Scale of Figure 2.1 is 1:140000 and 2.1 (A ) is
1:30000. (The runstream is given in the appendix - A 2.1).
FIGURE 2.2 
muqdisho site location index
Shows the index of selected sites marked on Figure 2 .1 (A ).
The title block , grid reference , site reference numbers
and descriptive location is printed ;the .sites placed in
ascending grid reference order. This example shows one
way (selecting all sites within a grid square ) of using
the selection facilities of the data system .
(The runstream is given in the appendix - A2.2).
FIGURE 2.3 
MuqdishO 'site sunvnary
Shows the summary of the sites inc luded in Figure 2.1(A ).
The title block and the data from five sites , ordered
in columns , are listed on each page . The item s
presented down the left hand side of the pages comprise
the standard list (cf "Using the groundw ater data form s" ,
March 1979). Additional items may be added to the [Site-list]
data file and listed using the same method using additional
options . (The runstream is given in the appendix - A2 .3).
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 GR ID RIF 54 172346 542 1234 1




WE'LL NUMBER 10 .5CP
 
11A
1 R As IN 1 1 I I 1
AW IFER 2 2 2 2 2
SOuR CE I I 1 1 1
CON 1R AC TOR P ARSONS P ARSON S wDA P ARSONS P ARSONS
1 CONS TR . DATE 12 FER 7 0 2 0 J AN 7 0 28 M AY 7 0 14 M AR
 7 0
1 o EP T H 1 1 1 . 6 0 0  14 0.000 9 7.000 119 .6 00 134 .10 0DA1u H
 7 5 . 6 0 0 7 2 . 6 7 0
 72 .700 76 .9 80 73 .3 10
1 CAS IN G  TYP E MI L D 5 7 EEL MI L D  S TEEL M ILD STEEL M ILD STEEL M ILD STEEL
D IAME TER .110 .339 .2 70 .2 73
1
.24 4
SCREEN T YPE ANGL E I RUN




mUOD ISHO RESOURCE S TUDY
F IGUR E 2 .3
SITE SU MM ARY
I 6g 1D HEF
WELL NUMBER
I CIAS IN 1 1 1 1
Auu 1FEP 2 2 2 2 2
•















C O N TR AC TOR P AR SON S P AR SON S P AR SO NS P AR SON S P ARS ONS
C O N S TR . D ATE 25 APR 70 20 APR 70 14 M AY 70 27 JuN 70 12 APR 70
DEP TH 87.300 114 .700 126 .800 121.100 123.000
DAlum 72 .08 0 74 .4 10 74 .070 68 .73 0
L AS IN G TYPE MILD STEEL M ILD STEEL M ILD STEEL M ILD STEEL M ILO STEEL
p lAmEIER .630 .273 .273 .273 .273
sCHEEN TYPE ANGLE  1140 N SLOT STEEL SLO T STEEL SLO I STEEL SLOT STEEL
U IAMETER .500 .168 .168 .168 .168
SCREENS 1 1 1 1
86 .80083 .900 87.600 85 .900 67.000
3.400 27.900 36.00035 .20036 .200
1.000
14-








L EN6 TH 1
DEP TH 2
L ENG 1H 2
.2 1 3
SLo l S TEEL
. 1 6 M
6 7 .20 0
29 .000
.244


















HUDO ISHO RESOU RCE S TUDYI F IGuR E 2 .3
I S ITE SUMM AR Y
GR ID R EF 543723 16 54372 377 543823 78
I WELL NuM8ER 6 10 '1 R 14P2 14 4
B AS IN 1 1 1I AQU IFER 2 2 2SOu RCE 1 1 1
I CON TRACTOR PAR SONS PARSONS
CON S TR . D ATE 10 JUN 69 5 JUN 70
DEP TH 136 .3 00 12 0 .000
I D A TU M 7 3 .4 7 0 73 .25 0
C A S IN G TYP E m ILU STEEL M ILD S TEEL




ANGLE IRON SLO T STEEL
D IA ME TER .110 .1681SCREENS 1
DEP TH 1 130.000 84 .900
LEN G TH 1 6 .0 0 0 35 .10 0
FIGURE 2 .4 
Oman si te map
Show s the position of sites for the two catchments ,
together w ith the catchment boundaries plotted autom atically
from data contained in the [Bound ary) file . The m ap is
drawn to a scale o f 1 :100000. (The runstream is given
in the Append ix - A 2.4).
FIGURE 2 .5 
Oman site loca tion index
Show s the descriptive location index of the sites from
the two catchments . The d ivis ion of the catchments into
two lists , W ad i Lansab and W ad i Rusay l , shows another
feature o f th e selection facility . (The runstream is
given in the,Append ix - A 2 .5).
FIGURE 2 .6 
Om an site summary
In this examp le the standard list of items in the [Site-
list] , as shown in Figure 2 .3 , h as been ex tended to
in clude the ground elevation and ag ain the output
divided into the two catchments . (The runstream is




















































































































FROM A IRPORT ;WELL IS 110m SOUTH OF ROAD
f9
EXAMPLE STuDy - O M AN
20
I
 GR ID R EF
*ELL N UMBER
I d As IN 1 1 1 / IAQU IF ER 8 8 1 1 5i SOuk CE I 1 5 4 1
1
CON TRACTOR GEOPROSCO GEOPRoSCO TyLR-wORm .I CON S IR .'DATE
I UL PTH 7 1.000 7 1.000 5 8 .000
DAlu M 19 .2 00 3 .100
I C AS IN G TYPE
D IAME TE R .244 .244 .064
1
S CREEN TYPE TORCH SLO T TORCH SLoi TORCH SLO T
1 D IAm ETER
I
SCREENS
 DEP TH I
I LEN GTH 1
DEP TH 2
1 LEN G TH 2









EXAMPLE STUDY - OM AN








1 MA5 IN 1 1 1 1 1
ADU IFEk 5 5 5 1 8
1 SOuHCE 1 1 1 4 1
1  CUN TRAC1OR TYLR- wDRW . TYL H- wDR * . TYLR- wORW . GEOPROSCO
I  CONSTR .• UATE
I DEPTH 36 .000 36 .000 49 .000 7 1.000
DA TU M 5 0 .2 00 49 .000 49 .000 1.000








EX AMPLE STUDY - OM AN






.244 .244 .05 1 .244
SCREEN TYPE  W IHE wOuND 8RDGE SLO T TO HCH SEW TORCH SLO T
1 D IAMETER .254 .178 .05 1 .P44
I SCREENS 1 2 1
UEPTH 1 28 .700 2P .0 00 12 .000 2 1.000
1 LENG1H 1 6 .300 4 .000 37.000 5 0.000
DEP1H 2 28 .000
1 LENGTH 2 4 .0 00
I GROUN D ELEV . 49 .700 46 .3 00
22
I  GR P° REF 64656100 64776 106 64836 103 64886095
WELL NUMBER J726 J J7 01 102 J727
1GAS IN 1 1 1 1
AQU IFER 8 8 s  8
I SOURCE 1 1 1 1
I CON1R ACTOR GEOPROSCO GEUPROSCO GEOPROSCUCONSTR . DATE
I DEPTH 30.4 00 38 .700 71.000
DATUM 13 .6 00 27.400 34 .100




SCREEN TYPE ToRCH SLOT TORCH SLOT TORCH SLOT
1 U IAMETER .244 .244 .244
I SCREENS 1 1 1
DEPTH 1 19 .5 00 28 .700 6 1.000
1 LENGTH 1 9 .8 00 5 .400 10.000
DEPTH 2I LENGTH 2
I r  GROUND ELEV . 27 .10012 .9 00 33.800
2-3
EXAMPLE STUDY - OM AN
FIGURE 2.6 WAD I LANS AB
S ITE SUMMAR Y
GR ID REF
m  WELL NUMBER
_











GR 1U R EF 62556 12 0
I ',ELL N o m8ER GP 3
I b AS IN 2Avu lFEk :3
Suu R CE 1
I CuN 7R AC TOR GEOPRO SCO
I CCH,.S 7R . 0 A7E
DEP TH 59 .4 00
I UA r Lw  11.9 0 n
m
 CAS iN G TYPE
I D IATIE TER .2 73
I sC4E EN TYP E TORCH SLO T
1 U IAM E TER .2 73
5LRE EN S 1
I u E P TH 1 49 .100
LEN G TH 1 10.300
• U E P TH 2
I LE N GTH 2
.
LJGRO N O EL E v . 11. 100
I
EXAMPLE S 1U0y - ()M AN
62566 115 626 26 117
F IGURE 2 .6
627 16 12 1
wAo 1 Ro SAYL
S ITE SUMM AR Y
. CHEM ISTRY
The approach taken in the analysis of chem istry data has
been fully discussed in the "First Interim Report"
(Ju ly 1978). The bas ic techniques are as follow s :
(i) QUALITY CON TROL (Reference m anual 4 (3) , page 20)
include s b alance o f ions and evaluation of
agricultura l and dom estic suitability .
(ii) CHEM ISTRY SUMMARY (Re ference manual 6.3 .1 ,
page 30) . Calculates the ratios of specified
chem ical determ inations .
(iii) CHEM ICAL RAT IOS (Reference manual 6 .3.2 , page 30) .
C alculates the ratios of specified chem ical
determ inations .
(iv ) ST IFF DIA GRAM (Refe rence manual 6.3 .3, p age 30)
displays the relative concentrations of m ajor ion s
in the form of a bar diagram for each sample .
(v ) PIPER DIAGRAM (Reference m anual 6 .3 .4 , p age 31) ,
displays the proportional concentrations of m ajor
ions in the form of p lotted nomogram s for all
samples .
FIGURE 3.1 
Oman quality con trol
The program calcu lates the ionic balance , agricu ltu ral
26
and domestic suitability also produces a useful working
listing summ arizing these results. Moreover , it adds
these resu lts to the IChemistryl file . In the agricultural
suitability classes the C signifies the conductivity class
and the S the salinity class as described in the
"Reference Manual" (June 1979) pages 20 and 21. This
basic quality control method also produces a distribution
of balance ranges which aids the selection of balance
ranges for the balance summary .
(The runstream is given in the appendix - A3.1)
FIGURE 3.2 
Oman balance summ ary
Provides a summ ary of the ions from the chemistry samples
whose balance falls into certain ranges . The samples
are ordered with ascending percentage balance values
w ithin each range .
(The runstream is given in the appendix - A3.2)
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•BALANCE -  THE  FOLLOW ING DE TERM INAT IONS
HAVE BEEN USED IN THE C ALCUL A TION :
N A CA m G
504 CL CO 3 HCO 3 OH
(IN COMPLETE AN ALYSES
- I.E . THOSE L ACK ING AN Y O F THE ABOVE DETERM INAT IONS -
ARE IND ICATED By A NEG AT IVE VALUE FOR THE B ALANCE )
28
EXAMP LE STUDy - OMAN
F IGURE 3.1
QU AL ITY CONTROL OF CHEM ISTR Y D ATA FOR ALL CHEM ISTRY S AMPLE S
UOM EST IC SU IT AB IL ITY CITAS S .
THE FuLL(L.I' Li  0E1EHmINAT1uNis HAvE BEEN dSED I N THE  CALCUL AT ION
C A M G FE Cu ZN Soi.
C L MN P H TUS TO TH
AGR ICuLTUH AL SU ITAB IL ITY - S AL IN ITY HAZ APu CLASS C ALCUL A TED
SOD IUM (ALKAL I) H AZARD CLASS C ALC ULATED
GR ID REF. 62 126036 SAMPLE 108
BAL ANCE - .54 .- INCOMPLETE ANAL YS IS
DOMESTIC SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS 3
A6R ICULTURAL SO ITAR TL Ily CLASS CAS?
GR ID REF . 62246 12 0 SAMPLE 399
B AL ANCE - .57 - INCOMPLETE AN ALYS IS
DOMEST IC SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS 2
AGR ICULTURAL SU ITAB IL ITY CL ASS C3S 1
GR ID REF . 62246 120 SAMPLE 4 00
BAL ANCE - .53 - INCOMPLETE ANALYS IS
DOMESTIC SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS 2
AGR ICULTURAL SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS C3S 1
GR ID REF. 62276 12 1 SAMPLE 36 1
BALANCE - .5 0 - INCOMPLETE ANALYS IS
DOMESTIC SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS 3
AGR ICULTURAL Su ITAB ILi TY CLASS C3S 1
GR ID REF . 62276 12 1 SAMPLE 362
BALANCE - .58 - INCO MPLETE ANALYS IS
DOMESTIC SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS 3
AGR ICULTURAL SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS C35 1
GR IU REF. 6238593 1 SAMPLE 2 73
BAL ANCE - .6 1 - INCOMPLETE ANAL YS IS
DOMEST IC SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS 3
AGR ICUL TuRAL SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS C 35 1
GR Iu REF. 62426 146 SAMPLE 366
BALANCE - .4 4
 e 1NcOmPLETE ANAL YS IS
DOMESTIC SU ITAB IL ITY -CLASS 2
AGR ICULTURAL SU IT AB ILITY CLASS C3S I
GR ID REF. 62626 117 SAMPLE 68 1
BALANCE -2 .39 - INCOMPLETE ANAL YS IS
DOmEST IC .SU IT AB IL ITY t LASS .-:3
AGR ICULTURAC SU ITAB IL ITY .CL AS5
GR ID REF. 62626 117 SAMPLE ,6 82
BAL ANCE - 1.34 . - -INCOMPLETE ANALYS IS •
DOMESTIC S u fTAB IL ITY CLAS S
AGR ICULTURAL SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS .C3S 1
GR ID kEF. 62716 12 1 17SAMPLE
BAL ANCE - .2 0 - INcOMPLETE ANAL YS IS
DOMESTIC SU ITAB IL ITY CL ASS 3
AGR ICULTURAL SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS C4S3
GR ID REF . 62846 12 7 S AMPLE 35
BALANCL - .05 - INCOMPLETE AN ALYS IS
DOMESTIC SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS 3
AGR ICULTURAL Su lTAd a lly CLASS C555
29
EXAMPLE STUDY - OMAN
F IGURE 3.1
GR ID REF . 62995953 SAMPLE 20 7
BALANCE - .56 - INCOMPLETE ANALYS IS
jUmEsTIC SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS 3
AGR ICULTURAL SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS C3S 1
GR ID REF . . 63 106083:., . SAMPLE 14
BAL ANCE - .05 - INCOMPLETE ANALYS IS
DOMEST IC SU ITAB ILITY CLASS 3
AGR ICULTURAL SU ITAB IL ITY CL ASS C3S2
GR ID REF . 633 1594 1
 SAMPL E  203
BAL ANCE - - . 93 - INCOMPLETE AN AL YS IS
DOMEST IC SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS 3
AGR ICULTURAL SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS C35 1
GR ID REF . 635 35964 SAMPLE 175
BAL ANCE - . 44 - INCOMPLETE AN ALYS IS
DOMEST IC SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS 3
AGR ICULTURAL SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS C3S 1
GR ID REF . 637 16046 SAMPLE 200
B ALANCE - 1.18 - INCOMPLETE AN AL YS IS
DOMEST IC SU ITAB IL ITY CL ASS 3
AGR ICUL TURAL SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS C35 I
GR ID  REF . 64 166024 SAMPLE 4 6 0
B AL ANCE -5 .58 - INCOMPLE TE ANALYS IS
DOMESTIC SU ITAB IL ITY CL ASS 2
AGR ICULTURAL SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS C35 1
GR ID REF . 64306 107 SAMPLE 3 1
B AL AN CE - .00 - INCOMPLETE AN ALYS IS
DOMEST IC SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS 3
AGR ICUL TURAL SU ITAB IL ITY CLASS C5S5
FREQUENCY D IS TR IBu T ION
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S AMPLES  WI TH  BAL ANCE  I N  RANGE . op - . 5 0
-(ALL ANALYSES )
EXAMPLE STUDY •• OMAN
CHEM ICAL BALANCE SUMMARY
F IGURE 3 .2
GR ID REVERENCE 64306 107 SAMPLE NUMBER 3 1 BALANCE = - .0 0%
N A = 348.000 CA = 43.9 12 MG = 75 .66 1 K = 8 .44 1
504 = 47.470 CL = 425 .820 HCO3= 2 .754 CO3 = ABSENT  OH =  ABSENT
GR IU kEFERENCE 63 106083 SAMPLE NUMBER  14  BALANCE = ••.05%
N A = 13.050 CA = 3.243 MG = 4 .7 70  K =  . 256
504 = 4.476  CL  = 12.83 1 HCO 3= 4.032 CO 3 = ABSENT  OH =  ABSENT
GR ID REFERENCE 62846 127 SAMPLE NUMBER 35 BALANCE = - .05%
NA = 408 .900 CA = 4 1.4 17 MG = 10 1.155  K  = 7.418
504 = 53.716 CL = 5 04 .780 HCO3= .98 3 CO 3 = ABSENT OH = ABSEN T
GR ID REFERENCE 62716 12 1 SAMPLE NUMBER 17 BALANCE = - .20%
NA = 23.707 CA = 7.585 MG = 14 .474  K =  . 28 1
504 = 6 .454  CL =  36 .660 •HCO3= 2 .754 CO 3 = ABSENT OH = ABSENT
GR IU REFERENCE 63535964 SAMPLE NUMBER 175 BALANCE = - .44% 1
N A = 5 .655  CA =  4 .990 MG = 2.385 K = .17 1  1
SO4 = 4 .580 CL = 5 .753 HCO3= 2 .754 CO 3 = ABSENT  OH =  ABSENT :
I
GR ID REFERENCE 62426 146 SAMPLE NUMBER 366 BAL ANCE = is.44% i
N A = 7 .0 U3 C A = 1.547 MG = 6 .66 1  K  .= .102 i
SO4 = 3.435 CL = 6.009 HCO 3= 3 .737 CO 3 = ABSENT OH = ABSEN T
GR ID REFERENCE 62276 12 1
NA = 4 .524 .C A '=
504 = 1.853 ..CL
7,
SAMPLE NUMBER .36 1 BALANCE = - .50%
MG -;.:= •* 4.112 .-.179
HCO3= -H 3i245 CO 3 := .-ABSENT - OH = ABSEN T
3 1
S AMPLES WITH BALANCE IN RANGE .5 0 - 1.00
(ALL ANALYSES )
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EXAMPLE STUDY - OMAN
CHEM ICAL BAL ANCE SUMMARY
F IGURE 3.2
SAMPLE NUMBER 4 00 BALAN CE = - .53%
MG = 3.865 K =
.153
HCO 3= 3.147 CO 3 = ABSENT OH = ABSENT
SAMPLE NUMBER 108 BAL ANCE = - .54% •
MG = 5 .099 K = .192
HCO3= 3 .934 CO 3 = ABSENT OH = ABSENT
SAMPLE NUMBER 2 07 BALANCE = - .56%
MG = 1.892 K = .097
HCO3= 3.737 CO 3 = ABSENT OH = ABSENT
GR ID REFERENCE 62246 12 0 SAMPLE NUMBER 399 BAL ANCE =
N A = 5 .176 .CA = 1.046 MG = 3 .865  K =  . 153
504 = 1.749 'CL = 5.132 HCO3= 3.245 CO 3 = ABSENT OH = ABSENT
GR ID REFERENCE 62276 12 1 SAMPLE NUMBER 362 BAL ANCE = - .58%
N A = 4.567 C A = 1.247 MG = 4 .112 K = .179
504 = 1.936 CL = 4 .907 HCO 3= 3.147 CO 3 = ABSENT OH = ABSENT
GR IO REFERENCE 623859 31 SAMPLE NUMBER 273 BAL ANCE = - .6 1%
N A = 3.393 C A = 2.994 MG = 2 .7 14 K = .077 150 4 = 2.707 CL = 2.623 HCO3= 3.73 7 CO 3 = ABSENT OH = ABSENT ,
I
GR ID REFERENCE 6 33 1594 1 'SAMPLE NUMBER .263 BAL ANCE = - .93%
NA .= 3.915 C A = 3.393 MG 2 .22 6 'K
504 = 2.790 CL : .= 2 .707 HCO 3= '3 .934 . co3 ABSENT .--OH %:= ABSENT
SA MPLES W ITH BAL ANCE IN RANGE 1.00 - 6 .00
(ALL AN AL YSES )
GR ID REFERENCE 63716046 SAMPLE NUMBER
NA = 6 .525 CA = 3.992 MG = 4 .7 70
504 = 4 .684 CL = .6.119 HCO3= 4 .327
GR ID REFERENCE 62626117 SAMPLE NUMBER
NA = .6 .525 CA = 2.660 MG = 5 .8 14
504 = 2 .475 CL = 9.0 13 HCO3= 3 .245
GR IO REFERENCE 62626117 SAMPLE NUMBER
NA = 6 .525 CA = 2.300 MG a 6 .530
504 = 2 .492 CL = 9.405 MCO3= 2 .872
GH IO REFEHENCE 64 166024 SAMPLE NUMBER
NA = 3.262 CA = 2.076 mG = 3 .109
SO4 = 2 .45 1 CL = 3.229 HCO3= 1.967
33
EXAMPLE STU DY-- OMAN
CHEM ICAL BALAN CE SUMMARY
F IGURE 3 .2
200 BALANCE = - 1.18%
K = . 205
CO3 = ABSENT OH = ABSEN T
682 BALANCE = - 1.34%
K = . 136
CO 3 = ABSENT OH = ABSENT
68 1 BAL ANCE = -2.39%
K = . . 136
CO 3 = ABSEN T OH = ABSEN T
460 BALANCE = -5 .58%
K = .102
CO 3 = ABSENT OH = ABSENT
FIGURE 3 .3 
Atugcl i s h o b a l a n c e s umma r y
Show s an example of the use of the b alance summary to
high light samp les whose ionic in-b alance is worth further
investigation .
(The runstream is given in th e app endix - A3.3)
FIGURE 3 .4
Murgd i s h o c h e md s t r y s umma r y
The comp lete summ ary of all the ch em istry samp les is
given to aid the interpretation of the ex ample techn iques
that fo llow . B lank spaces in any o f the colum ns indicate
that a part icular determ ination has not b een made . The
standard list o f items (see "Using the groundwater data
forms " , March 1979) has been in cluded as well as sev eral
add itional item s (total , carbonate and non-carbonate
hardness).
(The runstream is given in th e app endix - A 3.4)
FIGURE 3 .5
Oma n c h e md s t r y s umma r y
This summ ary inc ludes only the standard list of chem ica l
item s . A s a con trast to Figure 2 .6 , this summary h as not
been d ivided into the different catchments .




S AMPLES W ITH B ALAN CE IN RANGE
(ALL AN ALYSES )
GR Iu REFERENCE 5 44 12508
NA = 3 .380 C A = 1.370
50 4 = 4 .000 CL = 1.13 0
GR IO R EFERENCE 5 287239 1
N A = 3 .7 00 C A = 12 .2 00
50 4 = 18 .540 CL = 1.180
GR ID REFERENCE 5 2092356
N A = 4 .020 C A = 5 .9 00
50 4 = 5 .99 0 CL = 1.180
GR Iu REFERENCE 5 4 38 259 8
N A = .86 0 C A = 3 .18 0
50 4 = 2.040 CL = .6 20
GR Io REFERENCE 52 122 392
N A = 2 .140 C A = 4 .4 30
50 4 = 4 .8 30 CL = 1.2 40
W TI° kEFERENCE 5 1342372
NA  = 6 .3 00 CA = 4 .020
50 4 = 7 .080 CL = 1.9 10
.50 - 5 .00
S AMPLE N UMBER
M G = 2 .8 30
HCO 3= 2 .5 00
S AMPLE NUMBER
M0 = 5 .160
HCO 3= 1.4 00
S AMPLE NUMBER
M G •= 1.6 00
HCO 3= 4 .4 00
SAMPLE NU MBER
MG = 1.020
HCO 3= 2.4 00
S AM PLE N U MB ER
Mu  = 2 .8 70
HCO 3= 3 .100
S AMPLE NUMBER
MG = 4 .38 0
HCO 3= 4 .8 00
S TU DY
CHEM IC AL BALANCE SUMM AR Y
F IG URE 3 .3
15 BALANCE = .52%
K = .13 0
5 BAL ANCE = .54%
.29 0
4 BAL ANCE = .5 6%
.18 0
39 BAL ANCE = .88%
K = .09 0
3 BAL ANCE. = 1.98%
K = .10 0
33 BALANCE = 3 .36%
K = .05 0
I GRI D REF 5 1342372 5 1432365 5 1742 340 5 17 82 325 5 1862330WELL NuMBER #6 74 87 18
SAmPLE 3 3 17 23 36 35
I DAIL 12 APR 79 23 FEB 79 11 I-EH 79 12 APR 79 12 APR 79
I BAS IN 1 1 1 1 1AUu lt,ER 3 3 2 2 2SOuRCL 1 1 1 1 1
I  DEPTH
TO IAL SOL IDS 95 0 •* 16 72 .4 w  1200.* 1 000.*
I 23 00 .125 0 :
1720 .
ELEC . COND .
I
132 0.






















42 0 .0 0
24 0 .0 0























muo D IS Hu RESOURCE S TUDY
F IGURE 3 .4






















I DOMES . CLASS 3 3 3
AOR IC . CL ASS C 3S 1 C35 1 C 35 1 C45 ;
3
C4S2
* CONCENTR AT IO N EXCE EDS w .H .O . H IGHEST DES IRABLE LE VEL
** CONCEN TRATIO N EXCEEOS W .H .O . M AX IMUM PERM ISS IBLE LEVEL
I I 'GII I L;  REF 52 092356 5 2 122392 523223 02 52582299 5 26 72285
riELL  No md ER WiO4 P  MGU 3P MG0 21/ 59 84
11 5AmPLE 4 3 2 30 34
uATE 23 FEri 79 23 FEb 79 23 FEH 79 9 SEP 78 12 APR 19
IH AS IN 1 1 1 1 1AUu lFER 3 3 2 2 2
SOURCE 1 1 1 1 1
DEP TH





I108 0.*fi r 1 0 7 .70
870 .°
ELEC .  CONU .  84 0 .
P H  8 .6 0*  T 9 .0
I CAI I ONS CAMG
NA
8







' H ARDNESS  TU T
C AR BON ATE























mUDD ISHO RESOURCE STUDY
F IGURE. 3 .4
CHEM ISTRY SUMM ARY
7 .54* 6 .10*
7 .62* 7 .70*
1.90 5 .65
.19 .23
3 . 6 0  2 .8 0
10 .83* * 10 .71**
2 .77 6 .08*
.05 .09
760 .00
18 0 . 0 0















I  ()OA S . CL ASS 3 3 3
C 35AGR IC . CL ASS C35 1 C 35 1 C3S 1 C3S
° CONCEN TR ATi ON EX CEEUS W .H .O . H IGHEST DE S IRABLE LEVEL
0 * CON CEN TR AT ION EX CEEDS W :H .O . MAX IMUM PERM ISS IBLE L EVEL
mu0D ISHO RESOU RCE S TUD Y
F IGURE 3 .4 i
CHEM ISTR Y SU MM ARY
ciR lo REF 52 772 332 5286228 3 5286 228 3 5287239 1 532024 98
WELL NUMUER mG0 1P MG(41P MGO5P
1s AmPLE 8 1 3 1 5  9u A TE 23 FE8 79 23 FEb 79 2 3 FE B 79 23 FEB 79 23 FEB 79




1 TOTAL SOL IDSELEC . COND .
PH
1 C A T IONS CA
• MG
1  N A
K








I  HARDNESS TOT
CARBON ATE
NON-CAR B .
I .00 mES .  CL ASS 3 3 3
AUR C 3S 1 C 1S IC . CLASS C3S 1 C 3S 1
I * CONCENTRAT ION EXCEEDS  W. H . O.  H IGHEST DES IRABLE LEVEL





MUDD IS HO RESOUR CE S IDDy
F IGURE 3 .4
I B AS IN 1 1
AU D IFEN 2 2




* CON CEN TR AT ION EXCEEDS W .H .O . H IGHEST DES IRABLE LEV EL
** CON CENTRAT ION EXCEEDS W .H .O . MAX IMUM PERM ISS IBLE LEVEL
CHEM ISTR Y SU MMAR YI 6R-ID REF 5 3222320 532824 19
WELL NUMBER 7 1 mG0 27
5 32924 18 .53332285 5 34922 62
73 3?





I TO TAL SOL IDS 66 0.* 1020. 0




920 .  ; ; 2 0 . "
PH 8 .00 7 .8 0 1; 14.-0,0 1 .8 5 8 .00
I C AT IONS C A 2 .88 9 .47* 3 .54
-
5 .0 0*
mG 3 .52 5 .53• 4 .26*
 
8.2 0*
N A 2 .8 3 1.74 2 .17
I
K .28 .12 .36
22.6 1
. 17




4 .00 5 .20 4 .00 1.6 0
50 4 4 .0 1 4 .39*
LL 1.49  .4 6. 1r  1.9 2
11.55**
22.6 7**




I H ARDNESS TO T 32 J .G0C ARBON ATE 2 00 .00
NON-C ARB . 12 0 .00
I  DOMES . CL ASS 3
AGP IC . CL ASS C 3S 1
39 0 .00 660.0 0
200 .00 80.00
19 0 .00 580.00
3
C 3S i C45 3
CHEM IS TRY SUMM AR Y
I B AS INAQU IF ER
SOU RCE
UEP 1H
CEO TAL SOL IDSL E C .  COND .PH












H ARUN ES5 TOT
C AR BONATE
NO N-C ARB .
00m ES . 'CLASS
A U R IC . CLASS
4 0
MuO D ISHO RESOUR CE STU DY
° CONCENTR AT ION EXCEEDS W .H .O . H IGHEST DES IRABLE LEVEL
** CONCEN 1RAT ION EXCEEDS W .H .O . M AX IM UM PERM ISS IBLE LEVEL

















8 .6 0* 8 .6 0* 8 .00 7 .7 0 8 .3 0
3 .52 4 .4 3* 3 .15 6 .49* 6 .37*
3 .28 3 .5 7 5 .25* 3 .11 1.4 3
5 .37 6 .5 2 2 .26 1.9 7 2.72
. 17 .18 .36 .11 .14
4 . 4 0 5 .00 3 .2 0 2 .6 0 2 .6 0
4 . 9 0 * 6 .3 1* 3 .54 7 .08* 6 .23°
3 .04 3 .3 7 4 .28 1.97 1.8 0
.02 .01 .03
34 0.00 4 00.00 420 .0 0 480.00 - 390 .00
.22 0.00 25 0.00 16 0 .00 13 0.00 130 .00
120.00 15 0.00 26 0 .00 35 0.00 260 .0 0
3 3 3 2 3
C35 1 C35 1 C 35 1 C35 1 C 35 1
I  GRib REF 54072300 54 152322 54302577 5434252 1 54352598
NELL NUMBER 55 MGO3CP 76 75
 
SAMPLE 26 13 27 14 39I UATF  28  SEP 78 23 FEB 79 14 FEB 79 14 FEb 79 26 SEP 78
I BAS IN 1 1 1 1AQU IFER 2 1 2  2
SOuRCE 1 1 1 1
DEP TH
IOTAL SOL IDSI ELEC . COND .PH
1CAT IONS CAmG
NA





























































I DOMES . CL ASS 3 3 3 3 3AGR 1C . CL ASS C 3S2 C3S I C3S 1 C35 1 C2S 1
CONCENT4 TION EXCEEDS W .H .O . H IGHEST DESIRABLE LEVEL
** CONCENTRATION EXCEEDS W .H .O . MAX IMUM PERM ISS IBLE LEVEL
mu00 1SHO  RESOURCE STUDY
F IGURE 3.4












mUOD 1SHO RESOURCE STUD Y
F IGURE 3 .4
CHEM IS TR Y SUMMAR Y
I  GErfli REF 5 44 125 08 54442455 54442455 5444 2456 54442456
WELL N MGO 3T UMBEP 6 1 MGU 3T MGO 7P 
MG0 7P
I SAMPLE 15 
14 2 1 28 37
u ATE 23 FEB 79 23 FEB 79 2 3 FEH 79 9 OC T 79 9 O
CT 79
I HAS IN 1 1 1 1 1AQU IFER 2 2 2 2 2
SOuRCE 1 1 1 1 
1
DER IH
TO 1AL SOL IDS•




N ON-C AR B .
65 0 .* 975 .*
78 0.
66 0.9 62 0.*5 2 0 .*
55 0. 940.
8 .4 0 8 .5 0 7 .70
1  CAT IONS CA 1.37 3 .9 0' 1.4 1
mG 2 .8 3 4 . 10 4 .59*
N A 3 .38 2 .5 4 3 .56
I K .13 . 15 .44




2 .9 0 4 .80 5 .20
504 4 .00 3 .9 1 2 .08
CL 1. 13 1.92 2.70
I









uOmES . CLASS . 3 3 3
















• CONCENTRAT IO N EX CEEDS w .H .O . H IGHEST DES IR ABLE LEVEL














11 MUODI SHO  RESOURCE  STUDY
CHEM IS TR Y SUMMARY .
I
I  GRit RE F 54552327 547 12 3 15 55022437 1I
WELL N UMBER
555 124: 73
SAMPLE 12  1 1 6 16
I V A IE 23  F EB  79 23 FEB 79 23  F I B  79 23 FEB 79




TO TAL SOL IDS
I ELEC . C O N D ,
P H
I  CA TIO NS C A
MG
. N A










C AR BON ATE
NON- C ARB .
I DO• ES .  CL ASSAGP I C .  CL ASS
° CO NCENTRAT ION EXCEEDS W .H .O . H IGHEST DES IR ABLE LEVEL
** CONCENTRAT ION EXCEEDS  W. H. O.  MAX IMUM P ERM ISS IBLE LEVEL
4 3




2485 .0* 3 05 0 0 . 4. * 9 7 0 .0
216 g e















23. 13 34 3 .6 0 6 .76 17.39
.32 6 . 8 0 .15 . 12
5 . 2 0 2 . 8 0 5 .20 7 . 8 0
18 .750* 5 1 . 3 0* * 5 . 7 1* 5 .52°
15 .8 8* 45 0 .70** 4 .8 0 7 .35•
. 04 .04
820.00 772 0 .00 440.00 16 0 . 0 0
260.00 14 0 .00 260.00 1 60.00
560.00 758 0 .00 18 0.00
3 3 3 3
C4S 3 C 5S5 C3S 1 C353
I GR I D  HEF 62 126 036 62246 12 0 62246 12 0 622 76 12 1 62276 12 1
WELL NumBER WELL 2 S AG 12 SAG 12 S AG 11 S AG 11





TO TAL SOL IDS
I I  EL EC . COND .
PH













M  DOMES . CLASS
M AGN IC . CLASS
2 2 2 2 ?
4 6 6 6 6
2 1 1 1 1
• CONCENTRAT ION EXCEED S W .H .O . H IGHEST DES IRABLE L EVEL
* 0  CONCENTRATION EXCEEDS W .H .O . MAX IMUM PERM ISS IBLE L EVEL
E XAMPLE STUDY - OMAN
F IGURE 3 .5
CHEM ISTRY SUMM AitY
157 0 .* * 590 .* 5 90 .* 58 0.* 56 0 .* i
2300 . 88 0. 88 0. 900 . 900 .
7 .6 0 8 .4 0 8 .3 0 8 .2 0 8 .2 0 I1
5 .14* 1.05 1.05 1.35 1.25
5 . 10* 3 .8 7 3 .87 4 .11* 4 .11*
16 .10 5 .18 5 .18 4 .52 4 .5 7
.19 .15 .15 .18 .18
3 .9 3 3 .25 3 .15 3 .25 3 .15
7 .08* 1.75 1.69 1.85 1.94
15 .2 3° 5 .13 5 .3 0 4 .96 4 .9 1
.13 .03 .03 .05 .05 
3 2 2 3 3









TO TAL SOL IDS













DOMES . CL ASS 3 2 3I AGR IC . C L ASS C 3S 1 C35 1 0 5 1
* CO NCENTRATIO N EXCEEUS W .H .O . H IGHE S T DtS IRA8 LE LEVEL
0 * CO NCENTR AT ION E xCEEDS w .H .O . MAX IMUM PERM ISS IBLE LEVEL
4 5
EXAMPLE STU DY
 a•  OMAN
3 3
C3S 1 C4S 3
I GRI D  R EFWELL NUMBER
SAMPLE
I  D ATE




TO TAL SOL IDS
I ELEC . COND .
P H















I A6R 1C . CL ASS
* CONCENTRAT IO N EXCEEDS W ..H .O . H IGHEST DES IR ABL E LEVEL










TO TAL SOL IDS
I
ELEC . COND .
PH
CA I IONS C A
M G
N A







DU ALS . CL ASS
I AGP IC . CL ASS
4 7
* CON CENTRAT ION E XCEEDS W .H .O . H IGHES T DES IRABLE LEVEL
* * CON CENTRAT IO N EXCEEoS S .H .O . M AX IMUM PERm ISS IBLE LEVEL
.
EX AM PLE S TUDY - OMAN
F IGURE 3 .5
CHEM ISTR Y SUMMAR Y
637 16 046 64 16 6 02 4 64 306107
Ts3 OH SPR ING J754
200 46 0 3 1




9 10 .• 5 16 .* 27700.°
135.00. 88 3.1 5
8 .10 7 .8 0
3 .99* 2 .08 43.9 1**
4 .77* 3 .11 75 .66**
6 .52 3 .2 6 348 .00
.20 .10 8 .44
4 .33 1.9 7 2 .75
4 .68* 2 .45 47.4 7**
6 .12* 3 .? 3 425 .82**
.18 . 0 4 .24
3 2 3
C 3S 1 C 3S 1 C555
F I GURE 3 . 6 
Oman Pi pe r d i a gr am
Show s the th ree shapes characteristic of Piper diagrams
w ith the two triangles indicating the re lative proportions
of cations and an ions and the trap ezium indicating the
re lative am ounts of m onovalent , d ivalent cations and
carbon ate and the remaining anions . The position s are
marked on the diagram w ith a sm all circle and distinguished
by different letters and colours . A key ind icating th e
number of each samp le is plotted on th e graph . A lso the
value of the determinations for each chem ical sample is
listed ; to be used in conjunction w ith the diagram .
(The run stream is given in the appendix -
 A3 . 6 )
F I GURE 3 . 7 
Ora n a hend ce l r a t i o s
Show s the sodium (NA ) , ca lcium (CA ) , m agnesium
 (MG)
con centrations and the ratios of sodium to ca lcium and
to m agnesium fo r all the chem ical determ inations . Because
of the wide range of values taken by rat ios they are listed
in the form of an exponent and a m antissa (eg
 . 1 2 3 4 + 0 0 2
means
 1 2 . 3 4
 and
 . 5 6 7 8 - 0 0 3
 m eans
 . 0 0 0 5 6 7 8 ) .
 AB SENT
means th at one or oth er of the determination s is missing
or equ al to zero .
(The runstre am is given in the append ix -

































































































































P IP ER D IAGRAM
- KE Y 10 SHEET
GR ID REFERENCE 62 126036 SAMPLE NUMHER 108
CA = 5 .14 0 M G = 5 .099 NA = 16 .095 K  •=
.192
Ct  = 15 .228 h CO3= 3.934 CO 3 = .000 OH = .000 50 4 = 7 .079
GR ID REFERENCE 62246 12 0 SAMPL E  NUMBER 399
CA = 1.048 MG = 3.865 N A = 5 .176 K = . 153
CL = 5 .132 HCO3= 3 .245 CO 3 = .000 UH = . 0 0 0 50 4 = 1 .749
GR ID REFERENCE 62246 12 0 S AMPLE NUMBER 4 0 0
CA = 1.048 mG = 3 .865 N A = 5 .176 K = .153
CL = 5 .302 H CO3= 3 .14 7 CO 3 = .000 OH = .000 50 4 .= 1.686
GR ID REFERENCE 622 76 12 1 S AM PLE N UMbER 36 1
CA = 1.347 mG = 4 .1 12 N A = 4 .5 24 K =
 17 9
CL = 4 .963 H CO3= 3.245 CO 3 = .000 O H = .000 50 4 = 1.85 3
GR ID R EFERENCE 622 76 12 1 SAMPLE NUMBER 362
C A = 1.247 M G = 4 .1 12 N A = 4 .567 K = .179
CL = 4 .907 H CU3= 3.14 7 CO 3 = .000 O H = .000 SO4 = 1.9 36
GR ID REFERENCE 6238 59 3 1 S AMPLE NUM BER 273
C A = 2 .994 MG = 2 .7 14 N A = 3 .393 K = .077
CL = 2 .623 HCO3= 3 . 137 CO 3 = .000 OH = . 0 0 0 50 4 = 2 .707
GR ID REFERENCE 6 2426 146 S AMPLE N UMBER 366
CA = 1.547 mG = 6 .66 1 N A = 7 .003 K = .102
CL = 8 .009 HCO3= 3 .73 7 CO 3 = .000 OH = .000 SO 4 = 3 .4 35
GR ID  REF ERENCE 62626 117 S AM PLE NUMBER 68 1
CA = 2 .300 MG = 6 .53 0 N A = 6 .525 K = .136
CL = 9 .405 HCO 3= 2 .872 CO 3 = .000 OH = .000 50 4 2 .492
GR ID  REFERENCE 62626 117 SAMPL E  NUmb ER 682
CA = 2 .660 MG = 5 .8 14 NA  = 6 .525 K = .136
CL = 9 .0 13 HCO 3= 3 .245 CO 3 = .4 00 OH = . 0 0 0 50 4 = 2 .475
GR ID REFERENCE 6 27 16 12 1 S AM PLE N UMBER 17
CA = 7 .585 MG = 14 .474 N A = 2 3 .7 07 K = .28 1











16 276 12 1
1r2 76 12 1




In 6 12 1
62846 12 7
112995953
1 3 106 083




4 3 06 10 7
52
EXAMPLE 51U DY - O M AN
CHEM ICAL R AT IO SUMM AR Y
F IGUML 3 .7
FIGURE 3 .8 
Mugd i s h o Pi p e r d i a g r am
This diagram is p lotted in th e same w ay as Figure 3 .6.
The pattern s ind icated te ll a confused story and further
analysis is called for . However , the 'tail' lead ing from
the main body o f samp le points w ith an increasing sodium
proportion on the cation diagram m ay be indicative of
m ixing w ith b rine w aters . A lthough a concom itant 'tail '
is not apparent on the anion diagram w ith an incre asing
ch loride proportion . A sensib le next step is to identify
specific samp les from the diagram , chem istry summ ary list s
and chem ical ratios (Figure 3 .10) to establish w aters w ith
different com positions . Marked on this diagram are seven
such samp les for wh ich further ana lysis h as been
undertaken .
(The runstream is given in the appendix - A3.8)
FIGURE 3 .9 
Mugdi s ho s t i f f d i a gr a m
St iff patte rn diagrams have been produced for th e seven
samples indicated on the Piper diag ram . Classify ing the
chem istrie s of each samp le by taking the largest
concentrat ion of cation and an ion , except two samples
they all fa ll into a different class (Na-SO4, MG-SO 4 ,
CA-SO4 , NA-CL and CA-HCO3) w ith sample 9 having m ore or






























































GR ID kEFERENCE 5 1 34 2 3 7 2
I CA. = 4. 020 MG = 4 . 3 8 0CL = 1 . 9 10 HCO3 = 4 . 8 0 0
GR ID REFERENCE  5 14 3 2 3 6 5
CA = 8 . 66 0 m6 = 5 . 74 u
CL = 6 . 74 0 11CO3 = 4 . 4 0 0
I GR ID REFERENCE  5 174 2 3 4 0CA = 4 . 68 0 m6 = 4 . 9 2 0
CL = 2 . 59 0 HCO3 = 4 . 0 0 0
GR ID REFERENCE  5 17 8 2 3 2 5
CA = 7 . 4 00 mG = 6 . 6 0 0
CL = 5 . 35 0 HCO3 = 7 . 4 0 0
GR ID REFERENCE  5 1E16 2 3 3 0
CA = 9 . 4 30  MG =  5 . 3 7 0I CL = 4 . 5 10 HCO3 = 6 . 0 0 0
-.G R ID REFERENCE  5 2 09 2 3 5 6
CA = 5 . 9 00 mG = 1 . 6 0 0
CL = 1 . 180 HCO3 = 4 . 4 0 0
G R ID REFERENCE  5 2 12 2 3 9 2
CA = 4 . 4 30 mG = 2 . 8 7 0
CL = 1 . 240 HCO3 = 3 . 10 0
GR ID REFERENCE
CA = 7 . 5 4 0
CL = 2 . 77 0
G R ID REFERENCE
CA = 6 . 10 0
CL = 6 . 08 0
G R ID REFERENCE
CA = 6 . 26 0
CL = 2 . 030
P IPER D IAGRAM - KE Y 10 ShFE1
5 2 3 2 2 3 0 2
mG = 7 . 6 2 0
h CO3 = 3 . 6 0 0
5 2 5 8 2 2 9 9
MG = 7 . 7 0 0
HCO3 = 2 . 8 0 0
5 2 6 7 2 2 8 5
MG =  4 .. 3 4 0
HCO3 = 4 . 8 0 0
SAMPLE NUMBER
N A =  6 . 3 0 0
CO3 = .000
SAM PLE N OmBER
N A = 4 . 9 2 0
CO3 = . 00 0
SAMPLE NUMBER
NA  = 4 . 6 0 0
CO3 = . 0 0 0
SAMPLE NU MBER
N A =  12 . 7 6 0
CO3 = . 00 0
SAM PLE NUMBER
N A =  1 1 . 68 0
CO3 = . 0 0 0
S AMPLE N U MBER
NA = 4 . 02 0
CO3 = . 00 0
S AmPLE NUMBER
N A =  2 . 14 0
CO3 = . 00 0
S AMm LE NU MBER
N A = 1.900
CO3 = . 0 0 0
S AMPLE NU MBER
N A =  5 . 6 5 0
CO3 = . 00 0
SAMPLE NU MBER
N A =  3 . 2 6 0
CO3 = . 00 0
3 3
K = . 05 0
OH = . 0 0 0 SO4 = 7 . 08 0
1 7
n = . 2 10
OH = . 0 0 0 5 0 4 = 8 . 3 3 0
2 3
K = . 3 10
Oh = . 0 0 0 5 0 4 = 7 . 9 2 0
3 6
K = . 12 0
OH = . 0 0 0 5 0 4 = 14 . 14 0
3 5
K = . 2 0 U
OH = . 0 0 0 5 0 4 = 16 . 14 0
4
K = . 18 0
OH = . 0 0 0 SO4 = 5 . 9 9 0
3
K = . 1 0 0
OH = . 0 0 0 SO4 = 4 . 8 3 0
2
. 19 0
OH = . 0 0 0 5 0 4 = 10 . 8 3 0
3 0
K = . 2 3 0
Oh = . 0 0 0 SO4 = 10 . 7 10
3 4
K .09 0
OH -= . 0 0 0 5 0 4 = 7 . 08 0
56
P IP ER D IA GRAM - KEY TO SHEE T
GR ID R EFER ENCE  5 2 7 7 2 3 32
CÅ- = 7 . 8 7 0  mG =  5 . 3 3 0
CL =  3 . 10 0 HCO3 = 6 . 8 0 0
GR ID RE FER ENCE  5 2 8 6 2 2 8 3
CA =.  6 .020 M G =  5 . 9 8 0
CL =  5 . 4 9 0 HCO3 = 5 . 6 0 0
GR ID R EFER EN CE  5 2 86 2 2 8 3
CA = 10 . 2 10  HG =  6 . 39 0
CL =  9 . 9 4 0 0 0 O3 = 8 . 00 0
-GR ID R EFER ENCE  5 28 7 2 3 9 1
CA =  12 . 2 0 0  mG =  5 . 16 0
CL = 1 .1140 11CO3=  1 . 4 0 0
GRID R EFE RENCE  . 5 3 2 0 24 9 8
cA = 16 . 39 0  mG = 17 .2 10
CL = 18 . 5 c 0 HCO3 = 2 . 8 0 0
'GR ID R EFE RENCE  5 32 2 2 3 2 0
CA =  2 . 88 0  MG =  3 . 5 2 0
CL =  1 . 4 9 0  HCO 3=  4 . 0 0 0
GR ID R EFER ENCE  5 32 9 2 4 18
C A =  9 . 4 7 0  M B = 5 .53 0
CL  = 4 . 5 10 HCO3 = 5 . 2 0 0
I GR ID R EFE RENCE  5 33 3 2 2 8 5
C A = 3 . 54 0 'MG = 4 . 26 0
CL =  1 . 9 2 0 HCO3 = 4 . 0 0 0
GR ID R EFE RENCE  5 34 9 22 6 2
CA =  5 . 0 0 0  M G = 8 . 2 0 0
CL =  2 2 . 6 7 0 HCO3 = 1 . 6 0 0
GR ID R EFE REN CE  5 36 4 2 3 4 1
CA =.  - 3 . 5 2 0 mG = 3 . 28 0
CL = 3 . 04 0 HCO3 = 4 . 4 0 0
1 (CON T INUED )
SAMPLE NU MBER
N A =  1 0 . 4 3 0 .  K =
CO3 = . 000  OH =
S AM PL E NO m HER 1
N A =  9 . 4 0 0  K = .17 0
CO 3 = .000 UH =
SAMPLE NU MBER
N A = 17 . 2 0 0
CO3 = . 000
S AM PLE N U MBER
N A = 3 . 7 o u
CO 3 = .000
S AM PL E N U MBER  18
N A =  2 2 . 6 1 0  K =
CO3 = . 000  OH =
. 17 0
.000  50 4 = 13 . 9 0 0
.0 00 SO 4 =  10 . 4 2 0
SAMPLE NUMBER  3 1
N A =  9 . 7 8 0  K = .2 6 0
CO3 = . 0 0 0 OH = . 0 00  5 0 4 = 8 . 6 4 0
5
K =  . 2 9 0
OH = . 0 0 0 5 0 4 = 18 . 5 4 0
9
K =  . 2 0 0
OH = . 0 0 0 SO4 = 29 . 5 0 0
S AMPLE NU MBER  2 0
N A =  2 . 8 3 0  K = .2 8 0
CO3 = . 0 0 0 OH = . 0 00  5 0 4 = 4 . 0 1 0
S AMPLE 'Nu mBER 3e
N A = 1 . 74 0  K = . 12 0
CO3 = . 0 0 0  OH = .0 00  5 0 4 = 7 . 14 0
S AmPLE Nu mBER  24
N A =  2 . 17 0  K = .3 6 u
CO 3 .= .000 O H = .0 00  5 0 4 = 4 . 3 9 0
. 17 u
.000  5 0 4 = 1 1 . 5 5 0
S AMPLE NUMBER  2 9
N A =  5 . 3 7 0 K
CO3 = . 0 0 0  O H = .boo 5 0 4 = 4 . 9 0 0
. 1 7 0
57
P IP ER O IAGRAm
GR ID REFERENCE
- K E y TO SHEE T
5 3 6 4 2 3 4 2
1 (CON TINUED )
SAM PLE NUMBER 7
t it 4 . 4 3 0 MG  = 3 . 5 7 0 NA  = 6 . 5 2 0 = . 18 0
CL = 3 . 3 7 0 HCO3 = 5 . 0 0 0 CO3 = . 0 0 0 OH = . 0 0 0 5 0 4 = 6 . 3 10
GR ID REFERENCE 5 3 6 7 2 3 79 S AM P L F N U M B E R 2 2
CA = 3 . 15 0 mG = 5 . 2 5 0 N A  = 2 . 2 6 0 K = .360
CL = 4 . 2 8 0 HCO3 = 3 . 2 0 0 CO3 = . 0 0 0 UM = .000 SO4 = 3 . 5 4 0
GR ID REFERENCE 5 3 8 12 2 8 7 S AMPLE NUMBER 38
CA = 6 . 4 9 0 mG  = 3 . 1 10 N A  = 1 . 9 7 0 K = . 1 1U
CL = 1 . 9 70 HCO3= 2 . 6 0 0 CO3 = . 0 0 0 O M = .0 00 5 0 4 = 7 . 08 0
GR ID REFERENCE 5 3 8 2 2 5 2 9 S AM P L E N U M B E R 1 0
CA = 6 . 3 70 mG  = 1 . 4 3 0 = 2 . 7 2 0 K = . 14 0
CL = 1.8 00 HCO3= 2 . 6 0 0 CO3 = . 0 0 0 OH = . 0 0 0 5 0 4 = 6 . 2 3 0
GR ID REFERENCE 5 4 0 7 2 3 0 0 S AM PL E N U M B E R 2 6
CA = 4 . 16 0 MG = 3 . 5 2 0 N A  = 1 4 . 4 8 0 K = . 19 0
CL = 10 . 7 6 0 HCO3 = 4 . 2 0 0 CO3 = . 0 0 0 OH = . 0 00 SO4 = 7 . 3 10
'GR ID kEfERENCE 5 4 15 2 322 S AM PL E N U M B E R 1 3
CA  = 3 . 7 70 MG =  4 . 4 3 0 N A  = 9 . 5 7 0 IS . 18 0
CL = 7 . 3 2 0 HCO3 = 3 . 2 0 0 CO3 = . 00 0 OH = . 0 0 0 SO4 = 7 . 4 2 0
GR ID REFERENCE 5 4 3 0 2 5 7 7 S AM P L E N U M B E R 2 7
CA = 6 . 0 70 MG  = 2 . 13 0 N A  = 1 . 6 5 0 . 3 8 0
Ct = 1 . 4 6 0 HCO3 = 2 . 4 0 0 CO3 = . 0 0 0 OH = . 0 0 0 SO4 = 6 . 3 6 0
GR ID REFERENCE 5 4 3 4 2 5 2 1 SAMPLE NUMBER 19
C A  = 2 . 8 10 mG = 2 . 7 9 0 N A  = 2 . 13 0 K = . 4 6 0
CL = 1.0 10 HCO3= 3 . 2 0 0 C O3 = v 0 0 0 OH = . 0 0 0 SO4 = 3 . 9 8 0
GR ID kEFEREN CE 5 4 35 2 5 96 SAMPL E NUMBER 3 9
CA  = 3 . 18 u MG = 1 . 02 0 'NA = .8 6 0 K = . 09 0
CL = . 6 2 0 mCO3= 2 . 4 0 0 Co 3 = . 0 0 0 OH = . 0 00 SO4 = 2 . 04 0
GR ID REFERENCE 5 4 4 12 5 08 SAMPLE NUMBER 15
CA = 1 . 3 7 0 .mG  = 2 . 8 3 0 NA  = 3 . 38 0 K = . 13 0





P IPER D IAGRAM - KE Y TO SHEET
GR ID REFEkENCE  5 4 4 4 2 45 5
CA_  = 3 .9 00 MG  = 4 . 10 0
CL = 1 . 9 2 0  H CO 3=  4 . 8 0 0
GR ID REFERENCE  5 4 4 4 2 4 5 5
CA = 1 . 4 10  mG  = 4 . 5 9 0
CL = 2 . 7 0 0 HCO3 = 5 . 2 0 0
GR ID REFERENCE  5 4 4 4 2 4 5 6
CA = 5 . 2 10 MG = 2 . 19 0
CL = 4 . 39 0 h CO3 = 2 . 4 0 0
GR ID REFERENCE
CA  = 6 . 2 10
CL = 6 . 2 0 0
GR ID REFERENCE
CA =  8 .55 0
CL = 15 . 8 8 0
*-GR IO REFERE;W E
CA = 9 2 . 10 0
CL = 4 5 0 . 7 0 0
5 4 4 4 2 4 5 6
= 2 . 7 9 0
HCO3 = 6 . 10 0
5 4 5 5 2 32 7
mG =  7 . 8 7 0
h CO3 = 5 . 2 0 0
5 4 7 12 3 15
m G =  6 2 . 3 00
HCO3= 2 . 8 00
GR ID REFERENCE  5 5 02 2 4 3 7
CA = 5 . 1 10  mG =  3 . 6 9 0
CL = 4 . 8 0 0 HCO3 = 5 . 2 0 0
I GR ID HEFEREACL  5 5 5 12 4 5 7CA = 1 . 8 9 0  m G .=.  1 . 3 10
CL = 7 . 3 5 0 HCO3 = 7 . 8 0 0
I (CON TINUED )
S AMPLE NUMBER
NA = 2 . 5 4 0
CO3 = . 0 0 0
S AMPL E  NumHER
N A =  3 . 5 6 0
CU 3 = .nuu
S AMP L E  N U M B E P
N A = 2 . 17 0
CO3 = . 0 0 0
S AM PLE NUMBER
N A  = 6 . 7 4 0
CO3 = . 0 0 0
S AMPLE NUMBER
N A =  2 3 . 13 0
CO3 = . 0 0 0
S AM PLE NUMBER
N A '= 3 4 3 . 6 0 0
CO3 •= . 0 0 0
S AMPLE NUMBER
N A  = 6 . 7 6 0
CO3 = . 0 0 0
S AM P L E N U M B E R
N A = 17 . 3 9 0
CO3 = . 0 0 0
14
K =
. 1 5 0
U R = . 0 0 0 SU4 = 3 . 9 10
2 )
K = . 4 4 0
U M = . 0 0 0 5 0 4 = 2 . 08 0
2 8
K = . 3 3 0
Oh = . 0 0 0 5 0 4 = 3 . 7 10
3 7
K = . 1 10
OH = . 0 0 0 5 0 4 = 3 . 4 4 0
12
. 32 0
Oh = . 0 0 0 5 0 4 = 18 . 75 0
1 1
K = 6 . 8 0 0
OH = . 00 0 5 0 4 = 5 1 . 3 0 0
6
ts = . 15 0
OH = . 0 0 0 5 0 4 = 5 . 7 10
16
K = . 12 U
OH = . 0 00 SO4 = 5 . 5 2 0
I lU IAL SCALE =  20  M ILL IENU IVALENIS
 PER
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 6 7 8 9 1
IFATE R T YPE --- SOU Ium SULPHATE
I[ONS T IIUEH IS
 I N
 M ILL 1EQU IVALEN IS PER L ITER
11A = 11.680 CA = 9 .43 0 MG 5 .3 70 KSO4 = 16 . 14 0
 CL r 4 .5 10 HCO3=
 6 . 0 0 0
e i
MuOD ISHO RESOURCE STUD Y
F IGURE 3 .9










I w ATER TYPE --- MAGNES IUM SULPH ATE
bAL ANCE = .11%
1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4
0


















1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  0 1 2  3 4
CONS TITUEN TS IN m ILL IEOU 1VALEN TS PER L ITER
I N A 17 .200 CA = 16 .390 MG 17 .2 10
504 = 29 .5 00 CL = 18 .59 0 HCO 3= 2 .8 00
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MUOD I5H0 RESOU RCE STU DY
F IGURE 3 .9
GR IU REFERENCE 53202498
SAMPLE NUMBER
 5 6 7 8 9 1
 
5 6 7 8 9  1
K
..2 00




I TU TAL SCALE = 5 m ILL IENU IYALEN TS PER L IIE R EACH D ASH = .2 5
I wATER TYPE --- M AGNES IUM SULPHATE
CONS T ITUEN TS 114 M ILL IE UU IY ALENTS PER L ITER
IIN A = 2 .830 CA 2 .880 MG = 3 .52 0 K .2 80
SO4 = 4 .010 CL 1.49 0 1CO3= 4 .000




1 9 8 7 6 S 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
0
0
























1 9 8 7 b  5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
G i
MuOU ISHU RESOURCE STU D Y
F IGuRE 3 .9
GR IU REFERENCE 53222320




I ID IAL SC ALE = 5 0 m ILL IEM U IV ALEN IS PER L ITER EACH D ASH = 2 ,5 0
1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
0
0
















I 9 8 7 6 5 3 2 1 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I
I WATE R TYPE --- SOD IU M CHL OR ID E
CON 5 1 11UEN TS IN m IL L IEQu IVAL ENIS PER L ITER
I N A = 22 .6 10 CA = 5 .00 0 m G = 8 .200 K .17 0
SO4 = 11.550 CL = 22 .6 7 0 H CO3= 1.600
H AL ANCE =
.??*
62
BUOD ISHO R ESOURCE SIUDY
F IGURE 3 .9
GR ID R EFER ENCE 53492262
S AMPLE NUMBER 18
I 10 IAL SCALE = 10 m ILL IEUU IV AL EN TS PER L IIER EACH DASH= .5 0
I wAlER TYPE --- CALC IUM SULPH ATE
CONST ITUENIS IN M IL L IEQU IV ALEN TS PER L ITER
I N A 1.650 CA 6 .070 MG 2 .130  K  .38 0
504 = 6 .360 CL 1.46 0 HCO 3= 2 .4 01.1





























1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3  2  1 0 1 2 3 4 5  6  7 8 9 1
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MUUD ISHO RESOURCE STUD Y
F IGURE 3 .9
GR ID REFEREN CE 5 4302577






























1 9 8 7  6  5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3
hATE R TyPE --- C ALC IUM B IC ARBONATE
CONS T ITUEN TS IN m IL L IE ON IVALENTS PER L ITER
I N A = .86 0  CA =  3 .180 MG 1.020
504 = 2 .04 0 CL  r  .6 20 HCO 3= 2 .4 00
I B ALANCE =
64
moOD ISHO RESOURCE S TU DY
F IGURE 3 .9
G R IO REFERENCE 54352598
SAMPLE NUMBER 39
































1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
bkATER TYPE --- SOD IU M CHLOR IDE
CONST ITU EN TS IN m ILL IEOu IVALEN 15 PER L ITER
• NA = 343 .600 CA = 9 2 .100 . MG = 62 .300 K 6 .8 00
I SO 4 = 5 1 .30 0 Cl = 45 0 .7 0 0 H CO 3 =
'V AL ANCE = .00%
65
2 .8 0u
MUUD ISHO RESOURCE STUDY
F IGURE 3 .9
GR ID R EFERENCE 547123 15
SAMPLE NUMBER 11
CL
E ACH DASH =25 .00
SO4
HCO 3
504 and HCO3 .
FIGURE 3.10 
Mugdisho chemical ratios
Shows the v alues of chloride (CL ) and th e rat ios of
sod ium (NA ) , m agnesium (MG), su lpha te (50 4) and total
carbonate (HCO3) to chloride .
(The runstream is given in the appendix - A3.10)
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110-HEF S AM P
5 134 2372
11432365
5 174 234 0
1178 2325
1156 2330
5 2 092 356
12 12 2 392









i 3292 4 18
16 3'd285
113492262





mUOU ISHO RESUURCE S TU D Y
CHEM ICAL R AT IO SU MM ARY
F IGURE 3 .10
CA/CL 504/CL HCO 3/CL
33 .19 10+00 1 .3298'001 .22 93 +00 1 .2 105 +001 .3 707+00 1 .25 13 .00 1
17 .674 0+001 .73 00+000 .R5 16 .000 . 12 85.00 1 .1236. 00 1 .6 528.0 00
2 3 .2590+0 01 .1776.001 .19 00+00 1 .18 07+001 .3 058+00 1 .154 4+00 1
36 .535 0+00 1 .2389+00 1 .1234 +00 1 .138 3+00 1 .2643+00 1 . 1383 +00 1
35 .45 10.00 1 .259 0+00 1 .119 1+00 1 .2 09 1+001 .3579+001 .13 3 0+00 1
4 .118 0+00 1 .3407.001 .1356 +00 1 .5 000+00 1 .5 076+001 .372 9.00 1
3 .124 0'00 1 .1726 .00 1 .23 15 .00 1 .35 73+00 1 .3895+00 1 .25 00+00 1
2 .2770.00 1 .6 859 .000 .2 75 1.001 .2722+00 1 .39 10+00 1 .13 00.00 1
3 0 .6 08 0.00 1 .9293 .000 .1266 .001 .10 03+00 1 .1762+00 1 .45 05 +000
34 .2 030. 00 1 . 1606 .00 1 .2 138 +00 1 .3084+00 1 .3488.00 1 .2 365 +00 1
8 .3 100. 001 .3 365 .00 1 .17 19 .00 1 .25 39 +00 1 .4484.00 1 .2 194 + 00 1
1 .5490+ 001 .17 12 +00 1 .108 9 +00 1 .1097.001 .1898.00 1 .102 0+00 1
31 .9940.001 +.9 939. 000 .6429 .000 . 1027 +00 1 .8692+000 .8 048 .000
5 .118 0+ 001 .3 136. 00 1 .4373 .00 1 .10 34 +002 .15 7 1+002 .11 86 .00 1
9 .1859+0 02 .9252+000 .9258+ 000 .88 17.000 .1587+00 1 .15 06 +00 0
20 .149 0+001 .18 99+0 01 .236 2. 001 .19 33.001 ;269 1+001 .2685 +00 1
25 ABSENT AeSENT ABSEN T. ABSENT ABSENT ABSEN T
32 .45 10•00 1 .3858.000 .1226 .00 1 .2 100+001 .1583+001 .115 3 +00 1
24 .192 0+00 1 .113 0•00 1 .22 19 +00 1 .1844 .001 .2286.00 1 .2083 +00 1
18 .2267..002 .9 974 +000 +.36 17.000 .22 06 +000 .5095+000 .7058- 00 1
29 .3 04 0. 00 1 . 1766+ 00 1 .1079.00 1 . 1158+001 .16 12 +00 1 .144 7 .00 1
' .3370.00 1 .19 35 .00 1 . 1059 +00 1 .13 15 +001 .18 72+00 1 .1484 .00 1
I1(I D- REF6 7 2 3 79
18 12 2 6 7
5 3 8 2 2 5 2 9
107 2 3 0 0
i 4 15 2 3 2 2
/ 1 3 0 2 5 7 7
134 2 5 2 1
5 4 85 2 5 9 8
14 12 5 08
i 4 4 4 2 4 5 5
4 1. 4 4 2 4 5 5
14 4 2 4 5 6
5 4 4 4 2 4 5 6
15 5 2 3 2 7
i 4 7 12 3 15
A 02 2 4 3 7
15 12 4 5 7
6 8
MUQU I SHO RL SDURCE STUDY
CHEMI CAL RAT I O SUMMARY
F I GURE 3 . 10
5 ,04R CL N A/ CL mG/ CL CA/ CL SO4/ CL mCO3 / CL
22 . 4 28 0 . 0 0 1 . 5 2 6 0 . 0 0 0 . 12 2 7 +0 0 1 . 73 6 0 + 00 0 . 8 2 7 1. 0 0 0 . 7 4 7 7+ 0 0 0
38 . 19 7 0 . 0 0 1 . 10 0 0 +0 0 1 . 15 79 . 0 0 1 . 32 9 4 +00 1 . 35 9 4 . 0 0 1 . 13 2 0 . 0 0 1
10 . 16 0 0 . 0 0 1 . 15 1 1. 0 0 1 . 7 9 4 4 . 0 0 0 . 35 3 9 . 0 0 1 . 34 6 1+0 0 1 . 14 4 4 . 0 0 1
26 . 10 76 . 0 0 2 . 13 4 6 +0 0 1 . 3 2 7 1 . 0 0 0 . 38 8 5 +00 0 . 6 7 9 4 . 0 0 0 . 3 9 0 3 . 0 0 0
13 . 7 3 2 0 +0 0 1 . 13 0 7 + 0 0 1 . 6 05 2 +0 0 0 . 5 15 0 +00 0 . 10 14 + 0 0 1 . 4 3 7 2 + 00 0
2 7 . 14 6 0 + 0 0 1 . 1 13 0 . 0 0 1 . 14 5 9 . 0 0 1 . 4 15 8 . 0 0 1 . 4 3 5 6 +0 0 3 . 16 4 4 +0 0 1
19 . 10 10 . 0 0 1 . 2 109 . 0 0 1 . 2 76 2 . 0 0 1 . 2 78 2 . 00 1 . 3 9 4 1+0 0 1 . 3 16 8 +00 1
39 . 62 0 0+ 0 0 0 . 138 7 . 0 0 1 . 16 4 5 +0 0 1 . 5 129 + 00 1 . 32 9 0 . 0 0 1 . 3 8 7 1. 0 0 1
15 . 113 0 . 0 0 1 . 2 9 9 1+ 0 0 1 . 25 0 4 + 0 0 1 . 12 12 + 00 1 . 3 5 4 0 +0 0 1 . 2 2 12 + 00 1
14 . 39 2 0 . 0 0 1 . 132 3 . 0 0 1 . 2 135 . 0 0 1 . 2 0 3 1 + 00 1 . 2 0 3 6 +0 0 1 . 2 5 0 0 . 00 1
2 1 . 27 0 0 . 0 0 1 . 13 19 . 0 0 1 . 1 70 0 + 0 0 1 . 5 2 2 2 + 00 0 . 7 7 0 4 +0 0 0 . 19 2 6 . 00 1
2 8 . 4 3 9 0 • 0 0 1 . 4 9 4 3 +0 0 0 . 0 35 5 . 0 00 . 118 7 . 0 0 1 . 8 4 5 1+0 0 0 . 5 4 6 7 + 00 0
3 7 . 6 2 0 0 . 0 0 1 . 108 7 . 0 0 1 . 4 5 0 0 + 0 0 0 . 10 02 + 00 1 . 5 5 4 8 +0 0 0 . 9 8 3 9 . 00 0
12 . 15 8 8 . 0 0 2 . 14 5 7 +0 0 1 . 4 95 6 . 0 00 . 5 3 8 4 + 00 0 . 1 18 1 . 00 1 . 3 2 7 5 +00 0
1 1 . 45 0 7 . 0 0 3 . 76 2 4 +0 0 0 . 138 2 . 0 0 0 . 2 04 3 +00 0 . 1 13 8 +0 0 0 . 6 2 13- 00?
6 . 48 0 0 . 0 0 1 . 14 0 8 . 0 0 1 . 76 8 7 . 0 0 0 . 106 5 + 00 1 . 1 19 0 +0 0 1 . 108 3 . 0 0 1
- 1 6 . 735 0 +0 0 1 ..2 3 6 6 +0 0 1 . 178 2 + 0 0 0 . 25 7 1+ 00 0 . 75 10 +00 0 . 10 6 1 . 0 0 1
4 . PUMP ING TEST
A general p lotting method provides the b asis for the first
stage o f an alysis of pumping te st data . It can be used to
plot constant discharge , step drawdown or recovery data
w ith the axes either log/log or log/linear (time/drawdow n ).
A lso included in this pre limin ary stage o f analysis is
quality contro l and a pumping te st summary .
(i) QUALITY CONTROL (Reference manual 4 (4) page 22 )
checks the monotonicity o f pumping test resu lts
detecting random fluctu ations which maybe an
error in the data .
(ii) PUMP ING TEST SUMMARY (Re ference m anual 6 .4 .1 page 31) .
(iii) PUMP ING TEST PLOT (Reference manual 6.4 .2 page 31) .
FIGURE 4.1
Oma n p ump i n g t e s t q ua l i t y c o n t r o l
Th is figure show s the quality contro l listing for th e three
tests th at are used as examples . These data have been
chosen to show recovery (62626117), step-drawdown (63116121),
constant rate discharge (64886095) . Th e quality contro l
program high ligh ts times when the gradient of drawdow n
(w ith re spect to time ) ch anges . The user should then check
that these ch anges are not spurious . For the recovery te st
all the output is included ; for the step-drawdown an d
constant rate disch arge tests up until and including 45
m inutes . In addit ion the quality control program checks
69
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F I ( U R E 4 . 1
GR ID REF . 64886095 PUMP ING TEST (NO D ATE R ECOR DED )
GR A D IEN T OF T IME-DR/of/DOWN  PL OT  CH ANGES S IGN AT T IME 3 .0
GR A D IEN T OF T IME-DR AW DoWN PLO T CH AN GES S IGN Al I IM E 4 .0
GR AD IEN T OF 1 1mF-DHAWDO WN PLO T CH ANGES S IGN AT T IME 7 .0
GR AD IEN T OE T ImE- DRAWDOWN  PL OT  CH AN GES S IGN A T T IME 10 .0
GR AD IEN T OF T IME- DRAW DOwN PLO T CH AN GES S IGN AT T IME 22 .0
GR AD IEN T OF T IME- DRAW DOWN  PL OT  CH ANGES S IGN AI T IME 24 .0
GR AD IENT OF T IME-DRAWDOwN  p L OT  CH AN GES S IGN AT T IME 45 .0
GR ID REF . 62626 117 PUMP ING TES T (NO D ATE R ECORDED )
GR AD IEN T OF T IME-DRAWDOWN  PL OT  CH AN GES S IGN AT T IME 180 .0
GR AD IEN T OF T IME-DRAWOOhN  PL OT  CHAN GES S IGN Al T IME 2 10 .0
GR AD IEN T OF T IME-DRAWOOWN  PL OT  CHAN GES S IGN AT T IME 420 .0
GRADI EN T  OF 1 IME- DRAWOO4N  PL OT  CH ANGES S IGN AI T IME 46 0 .0
GR AD IEN T OF T IME- DRAWDOWN  PL OT  CH ANGES S IGN Al T IME 76 0 . 0
GR AD IEN T OF T IME- ORAWDO6N  PL OT  CH AN GES S IGN AT T IME 64 0 .0
GR AD IEN T OF T INE-DRAWOOwN  PL OT  CHANGES S IGN AT T IME 9 00 .0
GR ID REF . 6 3 116 12 1 PUMP ING TES T (NO D ATE R ECORDED )
GR AD IEN T OF T IME-DRAWDOWN  PL OT  CH ANGES S IGN AT T IME° 1 8 .0
GR AU IEN T OF T IME-DRAW DOwN  PL OT  CHANGES S IGN AT T IME 20 .0
GRAD IEN T OF T IME- DR AW DOwN  PL OT  CH AN GES S IGN AT T IME. 22 .0
GRAD IEN T UF T IME- DRAWDOWN  PL OT  CH ANGES S IGN AT T IME 24 .0
GRA D IEN T OF T IME-DR AWDOwN  PL OT  CH AN GES S IGN AT T IME 26 .0
GR AD IEN T uF T IME-DR AWDOWN  PL OT  CH AN GES S IGN AT T IME 23 .0
GRAD IEN T OF T IME-DR AwDOwN  PL O1  CH AN GES S IGN AT T IME 45 .0
that the start and end times o f steps in drawdown tests
run consecu tive ly and the times at which drawdown is
measured are also correctly ordered .
(The runstream is given in the appendix - A4 .1).
FIGURE 4 .2 
Oman pumping test summaries
Show s the data for the three tests in a summ ary form . The
pump ing rates wh ich are presen ted , on the first page of
each summ ary , give the rate s and time intervals for each
step . A recovery test is treated as a constant rate
disch arge test w ith a zero pump ing rate .
(The runstream is given in the appendix - A4.2) .
FIGURE 4 .3 
Oman pim ping test plots
The data summ arized in Figure 4 .2 has been plotted as
follow s :
(i) Recovery test data as a log/linear plo.t
(ii) Recovery test data as a log/log p lot
(iii) Con stant .rate test data as a log/linear p lot
(iv ) Constant rate test data as a log/log p lot
(v ) Step-drawdown test data as a log/ linear p lot
(The run st ream is given in the appendix - A 4.3) .
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P UMP ING PA1ES (m** 3/(JAY )
.0 FRO,A 0 .0 m INS TO 108 0 .0 m INS
R ES T WATER LEVEL Nu l R ECORDED
EXAMPLE STUD Y - OMAN
F IGUR E 4 .2
CoNSTAN T .R ATE TEST - PUMPED WELL
PUMP ING AT GP b GR ID REF . 62626 117
u ATE OF TEST NU T RECO RDED
T IME W IN5 ) DR AWDOwm (M ) T IME (m INS ) UR AWDOwM (M )
.0 36 .72 6 22 .0 13.25 0
1.0 33 .670 24 .0 11.73 0
2 .0 30 .6 30 26 .0 10 .8 10
3.0 2 7 .96 0 28 .0 10 .2 00
4 .0 26 .9 70 30.0 8 .9 8 0
5 .(I 26 .05 0 35 .0 8 .37 0
6 .0 25 .44 0 4 0 .0 7 .7 70
7.0 24 .8 30 45 .0 7.16 o
8 .0 2 3 .9 70 5 0.0 5 .94 0
9 .0 23 .0 10 55 .0 5 .63 0
10.0 22 .4 00 6 0.0 4 .57 0
11.0 2 1.4 80 75 .0 3 .5 00
12.0 2 6 .8 70 9 0.0 2 .89 0
13.0 19 .730 105 .0 2 .59 0
14 .0 18 .130 120.0 2 .28 0
15 .0 17 .2 10 150.0 1.9 70
16.0 16 .87 0 180 .0 2 .2 10
18.0 ' 15 .69 0 2 10 .0 _ 1.6 76
20.0 14 .110 24 0.0 1.37 1
(CuN 1 INUEU ) EXAMPLE S luUY - OMAN
F IGURE 4 .2
CONS T AN 1 R ATE TEST - PUMPED WELL
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EXAMPLE S TUDY - OM AN
F IGUR E 4 .2
STEP UR AWDOWN TEST - PUMPE D  wEL L
Pu mP 1NG AI  JT5 5  GR I D  REF . 63 116 12 1
D ATE OF . TES T NOT R ECORDED
RES T WATER  L EVEL NOT  R ECOkOED
74
(CONT INULD 1 EXAM PLE S TUDY OMAN
F IGURE 4 .2
STEP DRAWDOWN TEST - PUMPED WELL
•6
(CON T INUED ) ExAmPLL S TU DY - umAN
F IGURE 4 .2
STEP DR AWDOWN TE57 - PUMPED WELL
76
I lmE (m INS )
PUMP ING A T
DRARuu wm (m )
J 755 GR ID REF . 63 116 12 1
DATE OF TES T NOT RECORDED
T IME (m INS ) DRAwDowm (m )
1026 .0 7 .4 70 1330 .0 8 .110
1028 .0 7 .485 1360 .0 8.160
1030.0 7 .5 03 1390 .0 8 .180
1035 .0 7 .535 1420 .0 8.2 00
1040.0 7 .555 1450 .0 8 .2 15
1045 .0 7 .575 1480 .0 8.243
105 0 .0 1 .5% 15 10 .0 8 .275
1055 .0 7 .6 05 1540 .0 8 .293
106 0 .0 7.6 18 1570.0 8.3 15
1070 .0 7 .640 1600 .0 8.343
108 0.0 7 .85 0 1630 .0 8 .373
109 0 .0 7 .673 1660 .0 8 .4 05
1100 .0 7 .703 1690.0 8.433
1110.0. 7 .745 1720 .0 8 .465
1120 .0 7 .785 1750 .0 8 .473
1135 .0 7 .8 18 1780 .0 8.5 03
1150.0 7 .860 18 10 .0 8.5 45
1165 .0 7 .903 1840.0 8.583
1180.0 7 .943 1870 .0 8 .625
12 10.0 7 .983 1900 .0 8.643
1240.0 8 .018 1930 .0 8 .66 3
1270.o 8 .04 0 1960 .0 8.683
1300 .0 8 .080 1990 .0 8 .703
(CONT INUED ) ExAM PLE S1UO Y - OMAN
F IGURE 4 .2
STEP OF(AwDOWN TEST - PUMPED wELL
71
PUMP ING RATES (10 3/D AY )
102 .0 FROM 0 .0 m INS TO 144 0.0 PU NS
E xAMPLE STUUY - OMAN
F IGURE 4 .2
CONS TANT R ATE TES T - PUMPED WELL
PUMP IN G AT J72 7 GR ID REF . 64886095
D ATE OF TES T NUT RECORDED
RES T .WATER L E vEL NU T RECORDED
12
(CONT INUED ) E xAM PLE STUDY - UMAN
F IGURE 4 .2




EXAMPLL S TUDY ()MAN
F I GUk E 4 . 2
CONSTANT R ATE TEST - PUMPED  WEL L
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5 . WATER LEVELS
In the early stage s of evaluating the hydrogeo logy of an
area , w ater level inform ation is of prim e importance .
Thu s the ease and speed of analysis of th is data can
be crucial in decid ing which d irect ion the further work
w ill take . The program design has taken this into
account ; so they can be applied at different stages of a
study as the amount of availab le data increases . The
m ethods fall into the follow ing categorie s :
(i) QUALITY CONTROL (Reference m anual 4 (5) page 22 )
Usually w ater levels vary sm oothly ; the quality
control con sists of iden tify ing po ints wh ich
deviate from a smooth variat ion by more th an a
certain to lerance , defined by the user .
(ii ) DEPTH TO WATER SUMMARY (Referen ce m anual 6 .5 .1 ,
page 31). This is an in itia l listing of the data
to be used b oth in conjunction w ith (i) and for
early ev aluation .
(iii) WATER LEVE L SUMMARY (Reference manual 6 .5 .2 , page
31). Uses the datum of the w ell m easuring point'
which is sto red on the (Site-list ) file and
calculates th e groundwater levels above m ean sea
level . Obv iou sly th is is umsed in later stages
of the study on ce these datum h ave been surveyed .
(iv ) HYDROGRAPH OF DEPTH TO WATER (Re ference manual
6 .5.3 , page 31). P lots the in form ation summ arized
B2
by (ii) w ith the user hav ing the option of whether
the depth s to w ater increase or decrease away from
the time axis and wheth er to p lot the data points
on ly , the points joined by straigh t line segm ents
or the points jo ined by a smooth curve (cubic
spline). The user m ay decide on the time
inte rval required for p lotting by specify ing the
start and end dates as well as the scale at
which the dep ths w ill be plotted .
(v) WATE R LEVEL HYDROGRAPH (Reference m anua l 6.5 .4 ,
page 32). Plots the in form ation summ arized by
(iii) with option s as specified as in (iv ).
(vi) WATER LEVE L D IFFERE NCE SUMMARY (Reference m anual
6.5 .5, p age 32). W ater level data is o ften
measu red irregularly in time . To compare the
temporal var iation for different w ells the w ater
level record for each w ell is interpolated using
cubic splines. In this way the change in water
leve l at each w ell during a given time interv al
can b e estim ated . Summ arizing th ese variations
help in understanding the seasonal changes for
different wells .
(vii) WATER LEVEL D IFFERENCE MAP S (Reference m anual 6 .5.6 ,
page 32). Th e changes in water levels in (v i) can
be put into a regional perspective by p lott ing
them on a sequence o f m aps for successive time
intervals . The scale and area covered by the
m aps can be chosen by the use r .
FIGURE 5 .1 
Muqdisho wa ter level quality con trol
Th is Figure show s examples of output from the quality
control program at three valu es of to lerance .1, .2 and
.3. The resu lting lists show that for some date s values
of water level are suspect , at the lower tolerance levels ,
but are satisfactory at h igher to lerance leve ls . However ,
for some data even the h igher tolerance level are suspect .
.The user must decide on what to lerance level is su itab le•
to use for checking;taking into account the variab ility
of the data .
(The runstream is g iven in the appendix - A 5.1)
FIGURE 5 .2 
Muqdisho dep th to water summary
The wells w ith in the sing le grid square (Figure 2.1 (A ))
have been used to exemp lify the depth to w ater summ ary .
The values and dates are listed in iw o column s in d ata
ascending sequence w ith continuating pages listed where
necessary .
(The runstream is g iven in th e appendix - A 5.2)
fl
r i g u RE 5 . 1
GR ID REF . 52772 332 TOLERANCE E QU AL S (H A N G E * .10 0E• 0 0 )




GR ID REF .  528 622b 3  TOLERANCE EQU ALS (R ANGE * .100E +00)






G R IO REF . 52872 39 1 TO LER ANCE EQUAL S (R ANGE * . 100E +00)










GR ID  REF .  52 092356 TOLER ANCE EQUAL S (R ANGE * .100E +00 )









GR ID REF . 52 122392 TOLER ANCE EQUALS (R ANGE * .10 0E+ 00 )
CHE CK DATA FOR FOLL OW ING D ATES :-
2 10279
GR ID REF . 52322302 TOLERANCE EQUALS (R ANGE * .100E+00 )
















EXAMPLE STUD Y - OMAN
WATER LEVEL summARy
F IGURE 5 .3
GR ID REF . 62556 12 0
S ITE N AM E GP 3
O A TI WATE R LE VEL
jm ABO VE m .S .L ./
O ATE WATER L EVEL
tm ABOVE m .S .L ./
.9 M AR 73 1.06 0 3 NO V 74 - .09 0
12 JU N 73 1.15 0 17 NOV 74 - .17 0
30 JU N 73 1.09 0 23 NOv 74 - .2 00
16 JUL 73.
,
1.110 7 DEC 74 - .200
13 AUG 73 1.06 0 15 DEC 74 - .110
12 SEP 73 1.04 0 2 1 DEC 74 - .22 0
23 sEe 73 1.030 29 DEC 74 - .24 0
2 0 O CT 73 .98 0 1 1 JAN 75 - .28 0
12  NOV 73 .9 70 l b  J AN 75 - .28 0
2 9 DEC 73 1.000 26 JAN 75 - .28 0
5 J AN 74 - .26 0 1 FEB 75 - .29 0
9 FE8 74 1.03 0 8 FEB 75 - .2 70
3 1  MAR 74 1.020 12 FEB 75 - .28 0
28 APR 74 .8 8 0 16 FEB 75 - .28 0
26 m AY 74 .6 00 18 FEB 75 - .29 0
i JUL 74 .3 70 22 FEB 75 - .18 0
2 1 AU G 74 . 12 0 25 FEB 75 - .28 0
1 SEP 74 .120 8 mAR 75 - .28 0
2 9 SEP 74 - .02 0 5 APR 75
- .33 0
26 O L T 74 - .35 0 12 APR 75 - .35 0
GR ID kEF . 5209 2356 TO LER AN CE EQ U ALS




I -GR ID, REF . 52 12 2 39 2 TOLERANCE EQU ALS
GR ID REF . 5232 2 302
TCH ECK DATA FOR FO LLO w 1NO














I c r, 1 1.
NO CHECKS
u%M A U n E rc . 52 772 33? TO LER ANCE EQ UALS (R AN GE * .200E +00)





GR ID kEF . 5286 228 3 TOL ER ANCE EQU ALS (R AN GE * .200E +00 )




GR ID kE F . 528 723 9 1 TOLER ANCE EQUALS (R ANGE * •200E +00)












I GR IU REF .
GR ID REF .
52092356
52122392
TOLERANCE EQUALS (R ANGE * .300E+00)
TOLERANCE EQUALS (R ANGE * •300E+00)










GR ID kEF . 52772332 TOLERANCE LOU ALS (R ANGE * •300E*00)




G R ID REF . 52862283 TOLERANCE EQU ALS (RANGE * .300E+00)
GR ID kEF . 5287239 1 TOLERAN CE EQU ALS (RAN GE * .300E•00)




F K u RE 6 . 1
- NO CHECKS
- NO CHECKS
FIGURE 5 .3 
Oman wa t e r l e v e l s wmm r y
A few we ll records have been chosen as ex amples of Om an
water levels ; in fact those we lls where hydrographs
w ill be show n later .
(The runstream is g iven in th e appendix - A 5.3 ).
89
89
EXAMPLE S TU DY OMAN
WATER LEVEL SUMMARY
F I GURE  5 .3
30 JUN 73 1.060 13 FEB 75 .42 0I 11 SEP 73 1.020 19 FEB 75 .900
I 12 NOV 73 1.040 22 FEB 75 .86 0
2 DEC 73 1.040 4 M AR 75 .8 10
I 5 M AR 74 .98 0 15 M AR 75 .78 0
3 1 M AR 74 .940 2 APR 75 .48 0
29 APR 74 .930 2 7 APR 75 .66 0
I 1 JUN 74 .85 0 6 M AY 75 .670
3 D EC 74 .75 0 17 M A Y 75 .690
I 29 D EC 74 .16 0 3 JON 75 .64 0
2 7 J AN 75 .730 2 JUL 75 .64 0I 6 FEB 75 .75 0 28 JUL 75 .69 0
I 10 FEB 75 .76 0 10 SEP 75 .64 0
12 FEB 75 1.09 0
UATE 4A1ER LE VLL
(M ABO VE M .S .L .)
GRID REF . 62426146
S ITE NAME AUG 14
OATE WATER LEVEL
(14 ABOVE M .S .L .)
91
D ATE wATLR LEVU . D ATE wATER LEVEL
112
ExAmPLE STUDY - OMAN
wATIR LEVEL SUMMARY
F IGURE 5 .3
GR ID REF . 637 16046
S ITE N AmE Tw3 08
DATE kA IER LEVEL DATE wATEk LEVEL
(m AHOVE M .S .L .) (m AHOvE M .S .L .)
24 APR 74 35 .560 25 FEB 75 2 1.110
28  MAY 74 34 .8 10 1 mAR 75 2 1.320
20  AU6 74 32.890 19 MAR 75 23 .090
3 sEP 74 3? .540 2 APR 75 2 1.62 0
3 NOv 74 10.2 00 17 APR 75 2 1.620
2 DEC 74 12 .19 0 6 mAy 75 19 .080
5 JAN 75 12 .19 0 3 JuN 75 17 .520
30 J AN 75 12 .19 0 6 JUL 75 16 .28 0
10'FEB 75 12 .19 0 3 AUG 75 15 .48 0
12 FEB 75 3 1.870 10 SEP 75 14 .29 0
13 FEB 75 12 .18 0 28 SEP 75 13 .780
19 FEB 75 20.200 26 OCT 75 13 .060
FIGURE 5 . 4 
Mugdi s ho d e p t h t o wa t e r h yd r o g r ap h s
These graphs show one of the examples summ arized in
Figure 5 .2 , w ith the depth ax is increasing (Figure 5 .4 (A ))
and decreasing (Figure 5 .4 (8 )) to the time ax is . In these
examp les the data points are jo ined w ith straight lines .
(The runstream is given in the appendix - A 5 .4 ).
FIGURE 5 .5 
Mugd i s h o wa t e r l e v e l h y dr o gr ap hs
These th ree graphs ex emplify different w ays of presenting
the data : in 5 .5 (A ) the w ater leve l data points are joined
w ith straigh t line segments, 5 .5 (8 ) the points are shown
only and 5 .5 (C ) the P oints are joined by a smooth curve
evaluated u sing cub ic splines .
FIGURE 5 .6
Oma n wa t e r l e v e l h y d r o gr a p h s
In th is examp le three well reco rds have been chosen to
exemplify one of the uses of w ater level hydrograph s .
The hydrographs show a variation in response to
a recharge in the mounta ins from we lls nearer the
coast . The th ree wells in que stion are shown on the
site m ap (Figure 2 .3) joined by a line .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Gnan water level difference sumnary
The summ ary listings show the inte rpolated changes in
w ater leve ls for the following three monthly periods :
These summ aries can also be used to aid the interpretation
of the w ate r leve l difference m aps where the regional
pattern of charge can be -stud ied .
(The runstream is given in the appendix - A5 .7).
FIGURE 5 .8 
Oman wa ter level difference maps
For th e changes summarized in Figure 5.7 (A )- (D ), m ap s have
been draw n w ith rises in w ate r leve l app earing in b lue ,
fa lls in red and  t  indicating posit ions , w ithout numbers ,
where there is no data for the particu lar time period .
The in terpo lation of w ater levels require s that there
must be w ate r level measurements either side of the
dates ove r wh ich the interval is tak en .
10 2
EXAMPLE STU DY - O M A N
WATER LEVEL D 1FFEkEN CES
F IGURE 5 .7
1 JAN 74 TO 1 APR 74
10 3
EXAMPLE S TUDY - OM AN
w ATER L EVEL D IFFERENCES
10 +
EXAM PLE STUDY O M A N
wAyER L EVEL D IFFERENCES
F IGUR E 5 .7
10 5
EXAMPLE S IUDY - O M AN
wATER LE VEL D IFFERENCES
FI GURE 5 .7
I OCT 74 TO 1 J AN 75
GR ID  REF



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 . FU RTHE R CONSIDERAT IONS
In this report it has not been possible to fully cover
all aspects of the system . In particular , the simp licity
of using th e data system to h andle , select and present
data cannot be fully appreciated w ithout actually using
the program s ; it is proposed that some example data w ill
be availab le , on th e Univac 1108 computer , to allow
potentia l users to experiment w ith the sy stem . A com p lete
summ ary of th e tech niques available is given in th e
"Reference Manual" (June 1979) for a lr standard data types ;
som e of which h ave not been included in th is rep ort . The
b asic sy stem , described in the m anu al , can be re ad ily
extended both to d ifferent data types and also to additional
analytic al techn iques . It is envisaged that the two b asic
types of fi le (Lib rary and Master files) w ill give
sufficient flexib ility to cop e w ith the storage of
v irtu ally any re levant set of data ; their use is discussed
in the "First Interim Report" (July 1978) . Th e data
forms , described in "Using the Groundwater Data Form s"
(March 1979) , can be adapted to recording different data
types in the field .
Some p lanned extensions wh ich w ill be imp lemented in the
near future are described below :
(1) The deve lopment of prog ram s w hich w ill simp lify
the p lotting of a whole range of spatially
vary ing in fo rmat ion (eg chem ical concentrat ions ,
aquifer parameters).
I I I
(2) Certain aspects of data analy sis and presentation
have been de liberately om itted because they
are adequately covered by standard and generally
av ailab le compute r packages . For examp le , the
autom atic contouring package (SACM ) and the
statistical an alysis package (ASCOP ) . It is
proposed to provide links between the d ata
sy stem and th ese packages so that they can be
easily used . An example of the re su lt o f such a
link is g iven in Figure 6.1 , where part of a
water-tab le con tour m ap , generated using SACM ,
is shown ; the m ap is based-on data from the
Muqdisho w ater- leve l and site-list files stored
on the data system .
I I 2
(3) The use o f dig ital mode lling at an early stage
of a study can le ad to m odificat ions of the
field programme . Modelling of th is type can
never be part of general package since each
model needs to b e developed w ithin its own
m athem atical constraints . It is 'essentia l for
th is w ork to be ab le to se lect th ose data wh ich
are of relevance to the model and here the data
sy stem itse lf can be of great va lue . Some
pre liminary research has already been carried
out into mode lling with scarce data ; it is p lanned
to continue th is w ork bring ing more statistical
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3„  1 . 790
(4) Research has also been carried out into the
analysis of pumping test data inc luding the
possibility of developing automatic methods ,
into programs to calculate interference patterns
in w ellfield design and into the use of
statistical techniques to he lp in the
identification of different water types.
Finally , even if the analytical techniques described in
this report are inapplicab le to a particular study , there
are important advantages in organising the data in the form
of a data system . The existence of a single , up-to-date
and easily accessible copy of all the data , on the data
system , m inim ises the problems of out-dated versions
of the data . Moreover, it is a prerequ isite of the data
presentat ion stage of a study that the units and




l •  A 2.3
APPENDIX RUN TREAM S
In th is app end ix on ly th e con tro l c ards fo r th e re levant
figure s are g iven . These contro l c ards are emb edded in
a few Un iv ac 1108 exe cu tive statem ents and the re ader
is refe rred to th e "Refer ence M anu al" (June 1979) ,
p age 2 fo r the re levant deta ils .
T ITLE NuUDI SHO RESUuRCE 5 TOD Y
PEN 0 .4
HE AN I N6  F IGuRE 7 .11A /
S I 1 E(.1AP
o R 16 1 ,4  54002340/SCALE 3 44 GR ID 10/S IZE 16 .0 16 .0
BOUNDA R IES
NL ADI NG  F IGNRE 7 .1
S IlEm AP







LOC- SUMN AR Y
ENDRUN
NoO D ISHO RESOuRCE STUDY
F IG URE 2 .2
xm IN=5400/Xm AX=544 0/YN IN =2340/ YM AX=238 0/
T ITLE m0UO ISHO RESOURCE S TUDY
SLLEC 1 F IGURE 7 .3
bur: xm NIN=54 00/A AA=54A u/ YN IN =2340/ YMAx=2 38 0/
E N O
S I T E S O H M A R Y




T IILE EX AMPLE S TUDY - ()NAN
PEN 0 .4
HEAD ING F IGURE 2 .4
S ITEM 4P
OR IG IN 6 20 059 00/SC AL E 10./GR IO 50/S I7E 35 .0 29 .7
DoDNO AR IE S
ENDIW N
I 4 25 T ITLE Ex AmPLE S IUDY - OM AN

























GROUND E 1 10 .3 / GROUND ELEV .
END





S ITE-SU Mm AR y
I
Gk Ou NU • E F 10 .3
ENT;




4 31 TI1LE E xAmPLE S TU DY - OM AN
HEAD IN G F IGURE 3 .2




Vs + T ITLE t,DOD ISHO RESOURCE STU U Y
HEAD ING F IGURE 3 .4
CmEH-S Umm AR y/STANu AR D L IS1
TOTH F lu .? HARDNESS 101
C AR 8H F 10 .2 CAR6ONA TE







EXAMPLE s IODy - (M A N
F IGuRE 3 .1
CHEM ISTR Y ALL
A3.3
 IITLE muOD I5H0 RESOURCE STU DY
HEAD ING F IGTIZ E 3 .3 -
RALt Sum.?AR Y 0 .5/S .W 4CL
 - W 4 17
ENDkuig
S Y--
1 11LE EAAMPFE SlUDY - Om AN
HLAO ING F IGURE 3 .5
ChEm-SUmm AR y/ONLY S IANDAku L IS f
UNDRuN
147

































Ex AmPLE S 1UOY - OM AN
F IGUR E 3 .7
:N A :C A :MG :NA/CA :N A/MG :
EXAMPLE S 1UD Y -
 OMAN
F ILA IRE 3 .6
43/ 5 .0%/ ALL




A S / 5 . 0 % / A L L
Nu u u i s Hu
 RtsuuRCE SluuY
F IGURE 3 .9
5 .0% /ALL
mu u m15 Mo RESUu RCE S l u o Y
F I GNNE 3 : 10
;CH N A/CL :mG/CL :CA/CL :50 4/CL :FiCO 3/CL :
101
A4 2




T II LE EXAMPLE ST UD Y — orlAN









T ES T—PLO T
SELECT
(i R I
6 3 11617 1
END
T ES T —PLO T
INueliUN
EX AMPLE S I ODY — O M A N
I GORE 4 6 1
PUMP 1 NG, I ES I
E AmpLE SID O Y - O M :AN





I A6.2 0 — IIILEL— SLLEC T
!INA






















i lLitIRE 5 .1
4 .11 EP-LLvrt u
;qr. VEL 0 . 2
v.A1EP-LEVEL u.3
muDD ISHo kESDURCE S lUD Y
F 16 0 HE  5 ,2
Ai4IN =5400/xlIAX=5440/Ym iN =234u/YmAx=238 0/
.EL.AMPLE Slo hY -
t-161)NE 5 .3
120
/ 15.4  T1TLE muuD 1SHO NESDuRCE  s l u o y




Di -HYOku R O M
o w4HY0I-10 Ik O M
E lvM P U N
/ 5/ 1-
020 17/3 10 24 11119/L
Odo 17b To e4 u 1ly/L/ 1
zi 7/  a N es
u5 8
1 1IEE

















Tam 0 15o0 NESOUR CE S TuO Y
F IG U RE 5 .5
FRum 02 0 178 TO 02 0 179
FROM  02 0 178 10 02 0 179/L
FRu m 02 0 178 1 0 02 0 179/5
E XAM PL E S TUD Y - UM AN
E I-GU RE 5 .6
F R U U  0 1 0 3 7 5 10  3 11075/L/ R=9 .8
. .
T ITL E EXAMPLE STU D Y - OMAN
HEAD ING F IGuRE 5 .7
wL- D IFSDH Ih TERVAL . 3 M ON TH S FR O M 0 10 174 10 0 10 175
ENDRUN
TITL E- E X AMPL E S TU D Y  OMAN
PEN O .  4
HEAD ING F 1G U kE 5 .8
wi- D IF'HAP  ]N lERVAL 3 MON THS FR O M 0 10 174 10 0 10 17 5
OR IG IN 6 2 0059 00/S C ALE 10 ./ Ok 10 5 0/S IZE 35 .0 29 . 7
'buNNOAR IES
LhokuN
12 1
